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The Revd. Professor John Bowker

Sex and Safety: the Real Crisis Facing Rehgions.
h the year 1997, Gesham CoUege celebrated the four hundredth

anniversa~ of its foundation. For that reason, this series of lectures was given the
overafl title of ‘The Last Four Hundred Years of Retigion and the Nefi’. That title
is clearly fiolous, because no one could review four hundred years in ~
minutes, and none of us knows what is going to happen in the next four minutes,
let done in the next four hundred years.

But it so happens that we are, at this moment, at a point of dramatic
transition from one world to another - signafled sometimes by the word
‘postmodernism’ - and it is a transition which poses a red ch~enge to retigions. I
have ca~ed it ‘a crisis’. The word bisis m Geek means ‘judgment’, but it *O
means ‘a time of momentous change’. So the lectures m this series W be
concentrating on this moment of transition, looking at this moment of bisis for
refigions and for Christianity in partictiar.

It wotid be wrong, of course, to suppose that refi~ons have ody recen~
come m crisis. But four hundred years ago, m 1597, the major crisis for refigions
was one of cotict between refigions, or of cofict within refigions. Consider what
was happening in ~erent parts of the world m that year. It was m 1597 that the
Japanese warlord, Toyotomi Mdeyoti made his second and more serious
invasion of Korea m order to secure a stie passage for his armies as they ~ed
his ambition to conquer China. But on that occasion, as dso in an earher attempt in
1592, it was the Buddhist soldier monks who were at the heart of Korean
resistance: they cotid not stop the massacres and destruction, but as Buddhists,
they mde it clear how strong rehgions can be m resisting threat, even those
committed to non-violence.

Toyotomi Hideyoshi died in 1598, and he was succeeded by Tokugawa
Ieyasu. From him the great Tokugawa period in Japanese history, lasting near~
three hundred years, takes its name. Tokugawa was the tid of the so-ctied ‘three
great ones’, Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Mdeyoti and Tokugawa Ieyasu tie~
and these three certatiy posed a huge crisis for refigions m Japan. Toyotomi
~deyoshi had expe~ed foreign Christians from Japan m m 1587 with the words,
“Japan is a count~ of the bmi, and for the fathers to come here and preach a
detish hw is d.... Since such a thing is intolerable, I am resohed that they sha~
not stay on Japanese sofl.... Within twenty days they must return to their own
country.” By 1630 a ferocious persecution had destroyed the newly-founded
Christianity in Japan.

But it was not Christianity done which was in trouble. Buddhism dso lost
the great role it had played during the medieval period. No longer were Buddhist
offic~ given great honours; no longer did most ordinary people seek their wetie
and &ation in the many Buddhist temples, scattered throughout the land. A
bob the great historian of Zen Buddhism put it:

‘Blow by blow, Buddhism tiered painfid losses and watched as its
position of prominence stipped away.... Buddhism became ptiy a



popular rehgion, without any claims of spirimal Ieaderstip or of si@cant
Muence among the educated classes.”
[~. hoti, Zen Butihzsm: A Hrsto~, N.York (Macd~), 1990, p. 259).

~s was a rehgious crisis indeed, and one which Tahan Soho, who hed
through this period, recognised and negotiated in such a way that it was Zen
Buddhism alone which retained its tiuence within the new order.

Come a httle closer to Gresham’s London. What of hdia in 1597? h
1597, the Mu@al emperor Akbar was making his great drive to bring the south of
kdia under his control. At fist sight, this hardy seems a crisis for retigions,
because Akbar is famous for his attempt to bring afl refigions together into his ~-
i-n@ his new refigious movement of harmony, and to that end he had established
his ‘~adat-khana, his House of Worship, where people of an refigions met to seek
common ground in common goodness between the Merent faiths.

h doing this, was he not simply extending and institutionafising the
-g vision of Guru Nanak who had died ody 58 years earfier, and from whom
the Sikh refigion is derived? As the later tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, was to
put this same vision:

‘=dus and Musti are one.
The same Reafity is the Creator and Meserver of afl;
Now no distinctions between them
The monastery and the mosque are the same;
So are the Hindu worship and the Mush prayer.
H~s are afl one!”
[Atil Ustat]

Guru Man, the Mh Sikh Guru, was Guru during the reign of Akbar, and
he befieved that the Sikh refigion was exactiy that synthesis which Akbar was
seeking. When he gathered together the hymns of tie Adi Granth, the Sikh Bible,
he included hymns by Hindus ad Mush. Akbar was told that ~an had
gathered hymns attacking Islam and the emperor, so he asked to hear some of
them, and when he did so, he was so defighted that he cancefled the local taxes.

This hardy seems a time of crisis for refigions. And yet, of course, it was,
because to some people this inclusive poficy was threatening the distinctive truth of
their own tradition. Of these people, the best-known is Ahmad Sirhin~ the leader
of the Naqshbandiya Stis. He had in fact begun his career at the court of Akbar,
and that had convinced h that refigious observance must start at the top: ‘me
tier is the sow the people are the body: if the tier goes astray, the people ti
surely foflow.” But he became certain that this tier, Akbar, had gone far astray,
and he led a vigorous campaign to restore @’an and Sunna to the court and to
the people. host alone he contested and defeated an interpretation of Islam and
of refigious experience which was derived from ibn Arab~ and which had become
widespread among Stis. This was for sure a retigious crisis of enormous
consequence, and it runs right down to the present time: can Islam he at peace in
plurtity, or must it always be seeking, in the end, to become the controbg voice?
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Think of Turkey and its unease about Ataturk; of Ageria; of ~~anistan; of
Pakistan, and it becomes clear that the crisis of 1597 in hdia is with us stti.

And what of Europe? What of that En@and in which Thomas ~esham was
founding his Coflege? To obsewe that the Spanish Armada had been defeated ordy
nine years earfier @ make it obvious how great the crisis was - not just the
pohtical crisis, but also that underlying crisis in Christendom of the Reformation.
The En@and of tiesham’s Metime had wg, on the Sta~te Book, between
Reform and Rome under Edward W and Mary. Protestants and Cathohcs had been
executing each other, given the chance, with equal determination. En@sh sadors
captured at sea were handed over to the kquisition. 1597 was certatiy a year of
crisis in rehgion in &esham’s En@and.

But in 1597, the fi book of Richard Hooker’s Of the Laws of
Ecclesimtical Po2i@ was pubhshed, that book of which baak Walton wrote, there
is in it “such bowels of love, and such a co~ e of that love tith reason, as
was never exceeded but in holy writ.” Between the extremes of Rome on the one
side and of Catist protestants on the other, he sought a midde ground on which
we can ke in peace and charity with each other. Hooker did not deny tiat some
things are right and others wrong, and he knew that such things must be attended
to - indeed, he made clear how they shotid be attended to. But what he resisted
was the human tendency to convert what he ca~ed out~okedy “sNy things” into
matters of mutual hatred - and by that hatred into matters that may destroy the
common good.

‘~ese controversies wtich have lately sprung up for complements, rites
and ceremonies of church actions, are in truth for the greatest part such
stiy things, that very easiness cloth make them hard to be disputed of in
serious manner.” ~chard Hooker, me Worb ..... Moral, 1885, 1,p. 417].

Hooker made a plea that we wodd always moderate our own opinion by a
discernment of the common good:

“ti tisdom ... must be such as cloth not propose to itse~ zo t~tov, our
own partictiar, the partial and immoderate desire whereof poisoneth
wheresoever it taketh pbce; but the scope and mark which we are to aim at
is TOKotvov, the pubfic and common good of afl.” [op. cit. p. 421].

Hooker’s plea and the An&can settlement were a very extraordinary achievement
in this bitter and divided world, and one of which we, in this country, are st~ the
beneficiaries. But they do not in any way diminsh the seriousness of the crisis in
rehgion at the time when Thomas &eSham was founding his Co~ege.

What, then, is meant by adding the word ‘real’ to the title - a real crisis for
refigions? Were not the crises for Takuan, for Sirhindi and for Hooker real
enough? hdeed they were, But they were afl crises within refigion, within a domain
of shared assumptions. Takuan and Tokugawa, Sirhindi and Akbar, Hooker and
Hacket - or for that matter Hooker and the Pope - were not in di~ute about the
power and purposes of refigion. For me, Takuan, as a Zen Buddhist, wotid have
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been much in dispute with Sirhindi, had he ever met@ about the nature of Nah
or of God, but in their respective traditions they were not questioning the worth of
refigion as they had come to know it, nor, in general, was the society around them
The tiction of refigion, what it does for individuals and for society, was not in
question.

Now it is. And that is why the crisis for rehgions now is of a ~erent kind.
It is of a ~erent kind, because the tictions which brought refigion into being
dennia ago, and which have sustained refigion down to the present, have, at one
focal absolutely central point, become redundant: they are no longer needed as
they were. ,

What is that point? The words ‘sex and safety’ point to the answer, but
what do they mean? To answer that it is necessa~ to remember what, basicdy,
refigions are. When we think about refigions, we are Mely, in the fist instance, to
think about the great purposes of refigion: ‘My rehgion,” wrote R@ ‘~s to ke
through love”:

“O sudden Resurrection! O boundless, endess, compassion!
Beyond the sanity of fools is a burning desert
Where your sun is whirbg in every atom, drag me there,
Beloved, drag me there, let me roast in your petiection.”

[A. Harvey, Light Upon Light: Iwpiratiom@om Rumi, Berkeley, North Atlantic
Books, 1996].

So, yes, when we think of refigions we think of such things as God and
prayer, sacfice and sin, mosque, church, temple and synagogue; we think about
behefs and practices which have a refigious flavour to them And these things are
indeed paramount. But they are afl on the tiace; and tiestly not W refigions
share even those few things mentioned. Thus Jains and Buddhists do not beheve
that there is in reafity that which Musti refer to as Nah - or to put it more
technically, they do not befieve in God as the unproduced Producer of afl that is,
independent of this or any other universe which happens to exist.

Refigions seem to be about the same sort of thing, but they are in fact
extremely ~erent from each other. Some claim that there is a common core in
mysticisq or in the underlying behaviors in the brain, and it is indeed true that the
gene-protein process which btids the brain and body btids them in such a way
that we are prepared thereby for many characteristic behaviors: sexual for
example, or h~ic - or refigious (see the article on ‘Biogenetic structurfism’ in
me &ford Dictiona~ of World Religions; or my Is God a Virus ?Genes, Culture
and Religion, London, SPC~ 1995). Even so, the human competence for refigion
is put to very ~erent uses in ~erent refigions.

So this means that if we want to understand what rehgions basicafly are, we
have to start one stage Her back. It is much the same if we ask the question,
What are schools, and what are schools for? We cotid look on the surface at the
national currictium in En#and, and the equivalent in France, Germany and Japan;
we can look at drama, music, lessons, btidings, hofidays and terms. Much on the
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surface W look the same, but in fact the dtierences W constitute in each case a
dtierent education system But if we go one stage firther back, we can see that
schools everywhere do have something in common: they are systems organised to
transmit tiormation and insight from one generation to another.

So also are refigions. K we go back behind the surface behaviors and
befiefs, we can see at once that afl refigions are systems for the coding, protection
and transmission of information which has achieved the highest possible value for
human communities through the long process of human history. Refigions are
hi@y organised information processing systems. ~ey may be much more than
that, but that at /eat is what they are. Like schools, they are organisations to make
sure that important Mormation and insight gets passed on from one Me to another,
and above au from one generation to another.

So the nefi question becomes inevitable: what Mormation? mere are two
levels of information protected by refigions: one level is so basic that at fist sight it
seems to have nothing much to do with refigion; the second level contains W those
things which we more usua~y cafl refigious. me two kinds of Mormation are not
separate from each other, and in Me they are closely connected. But it helps, at
least initia~y, to look at them in turn.

me fist leve~ the basic information protected by refigions, is that which
enables humans to tie and flourish. It is everything which has been endorsed
by natural selection and evolution. How do humans sufie and create the new
generation? Not by accident but by organisation. me worth of a a particdar form
of organisation maybe tested in many ways, not least by contingent accidents. But
the embracing test is that of natural selection. It is natural selection, through the
sfiing process of evolution, that sets an impartial rule against the eWeriments of
Me, whether of animals or of birds or of human beings. ~ose which are best
adapted to the conditions afl around them tie long enough to repticate more of
their genes into another generation; those which are ~-adapted may not survive at
d. Looked at from this point of tiew, bodies have been tiought of as gene-
-al machines: a chicken is an egg’s way of making another egg (Samuel
Butler). me genes need protection in order to pass on what they are to the neti
generation: a chicken is the armoured car in which the treawe of the genes is
de~ered safely to the bank on the other side of town - de~ered, that is, into the
neti generation.

me genes of a chicken are protected twice over, ‘belt ati braces’; in other
words, they have two defenstie boundaries: the fist boundary is the ce~ inside
which the genes are sitting, and the second is the skin: the skin is the second
defensive boundary of the whole gene-reification process. Ad that is as true of
any human being as it is of a chicken.

But humans have then btit a third defensfie system outside the boundary
of the body: they have btit what we cafl ‘ctiture’, so that things &e armies,
hospitals, tr~c fights, schools and microwave meals au play their part in helping
humans to survive and flourish. ~s means that culture is the third defensive skin
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inside which the gene-rephcation process sits. So for humans, gene-reification is
protected not just by belt and braces, but by a stout piece of string as wefl.

And what has this to do with refigion? Everythg, because refi#ons are the
earfiest cdtural systems, of which we have etidence, for the protection of gene-
repfication and the nurture of cMdren. Obviously, our early ancestors hew nothing of
how gene-rephcation works. But that is irrelevant to tie evolutional poht. It is not
understanding, but successti practice that is measured by &al. nat is why
refigions have always been preoccupied with sex and food, creathg food laws and
systematic agricdture, and taking control of sexual behaviour, mfiage and the status
of women. It is this necessary connection between refigion, sex and food which
explains why the fady is the basic unit of retigious organisation, even in rehgions
where cetibacy is seen as a higher vocation. h ahuost afl refigions, the fady is far
more tidamental than church or temple, synagogue or mosque. h fact, one of the
greatest of au rehgious inventions was the fatiy.

On this basis, sociobiology (the study of the interaction of genes and ctiture
which clati that cdture can be best understood as a consequence of choices which
have proved beneficial in protecting gene-reification) has argued that refigions have
had value, not because their befiefs might happen to be true (though sociobiologists
genera~y assume that they are not), but because they have served the purposes of
survival and selection.

mere is much about sociobiology hat is clearly wrong (see, for example, my 1s
God a Vim? Genes, Culture ati Reli~’on), but it is at least correct in observing that
refigions are hi~y organised protective systems. It does not mean that ti refigions are
therefore the same simply because they are systems. Obviously not. mere are many
dtierent styles of organisation, ranging from the stron~y bounded and hierarchical
(such as Vatican Catholicism) to the weaUy bounded but with strong subsystems (wch
as An@canism). But this is the base ke: refigions are organised systems to secure and
transmit the information which human communities have developed for the protection
of gene-reification and the nurture of ctidren.

One early and important reason for rebgious diversity ties in the fact that there
are many ~erent reproducthe strategies even in the animal kingdo~ let alone in the
human. A recent book edited by Msa, Vogel and Voland begins with these words in
an titroduction by Vogel:

“N organisms are shaped by natural selection. Since natural selection operates
through ~erential reproduction, this makes reproduction the key phenomenon
of evolution. Hence au organisms compete for their own reproductive success
which is, in generaL the most effective means of maximizing personal fitness.”
[A.E.Wsa, C.Vogel and E.Voland, ~e Sociobiolo~ of Sexual ati
Reproductive Strate~”es, London (Chapman and Ha~), 1989, p. xi].

Vogel then goes onto make the orthodox point:

‘Vnder certain conditions some individuals of sociafiy tig animals WY
postpone or even forego their own reproduction in order to ma-e their
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inclusive fitness, for instance, by taking the role of ‘helpers at the nest’, i.e.
helping closely related individuals to raise their offspring successfifly. ~us, we
may fid hi~y sophisticated strategies of transfefig as many replicator of
‘own’ genes to the next generation as possible. Of course animals generafly do
not consciously engage in strate~c actions to pass on their genes, or at least
we need not assume that they do. Natural selection, in principle, does favour
any behaviour of animals which generates above average reproductive success,
as though the actors were consciously seeking a specfic goal or retit, in this
case maximum inclusive fitness.”
[op. cit. p. xi].

me book is entitled, ~e Sociobiolo~ of Sexual ad Reproductive Strategies, and the
plural makes the point: there are many possible strategies for achieving the rewarded
god of reproduction, and in those strategies the interests of male and female are
necessdy divergent, because of the long period committed on the part of women to
gestation, birth and the nurture of the dependent infant. Females have a far longer and
costher commitment to the birth and nurture of the next generation thm males. Of
course it maybe a rewarded strate~ for males to protect their mates and the off~ring,
but on the other hand, it may be a rewarded strategy to take off and seek mdtiple
mates. What is cetiairdy true is that we have here a recipe, if not for the battle of the
sexes, then certatiy for competition between them me competition of interests and
strategies may retit in compromise, but it may also retit in such extreme measures as
infmticide. Langur monkeys breed in harems, and since there are not enough harems to
go round, and since in any case control of a harem is short-ked, male monkeys have
tited chances of reproducttie success. A paper by V. Somrner [’~anticide among
free-ranging langurs (Presbytis entellm) at Jodhpur (Rjasthtidia): recent
observations and a reconsideration of hypotheses’, Primates, X~, pp. 163-97]
argues that this behaviour is hi@y adaptive, given the selection pressures on males: if
they W the off~ring of their predecessors, they ti bring the mothers out of lactation
and into estrus again without too much delay.

What are the best strategies for males and females in the human case? We
cannot simply look at the many so-ca~ed strategies adopted by other organisms and
use them as a template onto which human strategies are mapped as though they are the
same. me tierence is obvious: other organisms do not have strategies, humans do.
As the sentence just quoted puts it: “Of course, animals genera~y do not consciously
engage in strategic actions to pass on their genes”. me so-ctied strategies are simply
behaviors which have worked and have been rewarded in reification and survival. But
humans do engage in conscious and shared strategies which lead to social
consequences, in tem of re~ation of mates, fatiy hierarchy and contro~ ~oup
sanction and endorsement, and social recognition.

mere is not ody one way in which humans can cooperate in order to maximise
the chances of reproductive success, and that is why we have so many different forms
of fady organisation. Since success includes the upbringing of the next generation, it
is not surprising that marriage is the commonest strategy of afl. But even then,
marriage is not a singe strategy: there are many d~erent kinds of marriage. Marriage
may be within a group or class or category (the W series, ‘Upstairs and Downstairs’,
made that extremely clear) - that is known as endogamy; or it may be outside a group,
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and that is known as exogamy; it may be by way of exchange? so that daughters
become valuable property, or it may be by capture, afier a raid on a near-by v~age.

So the strategies are many. But tithin a social group, it has clearly been an
advantage to have stabfity of expectation. People ‘know where they are’ and what is
expected of then The organisation of mating and of provision for the nurture of
ctidren has reduced coflct and maximised cooperation. There is no one way in
which this has to be done. But in whatever way it has been done in human history (so
far as we have evidence), refigions have been the systems which have provided the
codes, the sanctions and the endorsements of sexual behaviour, and they have provided
also actions and explanations, in ritual and myth, which support the accepted strategy.
Each retigion tens a story, a great story, into which individuals donate their kes and
play their part in turn. The great stories of refigion, enacted as we~ as told, have given
unity to a community or to a society.

Rehgions have thus stabfised social strategies, so that people, in genera~ agree
on the right basic ways to behave, and refigions have @en these stable social strategies
a continuity through the generations far beyond biology. It is refigions which have
suppfied the maps of approved strategies for reproduction and sexual behaviom in any
social group. h the end, the purpose of the refigious stories, in the regulation of
marriage, has been taken over entirely by secular governments, and ttis has led
eventually to state control of marriage and birth. The attempts to achieve this in the
Western world wMe at the same time inheriting from the Efightenment a view that
marriage is a private matter in which the state Shotid ordy intemene minimafly, has
resuked in the cotision of the present scene.

None of this has been good news for women, if good news means having the
same status as men in determiningg the outcomes of their own Wes. The status of
women has been tied in refigions closely to the reproductive cycle, not just the
reproducttie cycle of the women themsehes, but also of the crops and herds on which
the group or fatiy depends. Rehgions endorsed a necessa~ division of labour which is
based on biology, and which therefore paid much attention to menstruation and the
avaflabfity of women. The old way of stating this, that women stay at home and men
go out to work is certatiy wrong. Women do a great deal more in terms of work
outside, above au in agriculture, foraging and preparation of food. What we fid
generafly is that women are responsible for birth and the upbringing of cMdren, at least
in the early years, md for related activities in the preparation of food, both in the fields
and in cooking. Twenty years ago, a photo appeared, in Snth African Panorama, of
an fican woman hoeing vegetables. At that date, the journal was trying to persuade
the outside world that the separation of husbands and wives in the apartheid system
was enjoyed by afl. The caption read: ‘me women tend the vegetable gardens, not ody
because their menfolk are away working in nearby Pinetown and ~rban, but also
because it is an added form of exercise.”

The men, meanwtie, either sat around in the @age, or they related to a tider
environment, in relations with neighboring Wages or eventually states, in hunting, in
physical deface and aggression against the outsider, and in organizing the local
community; which means that men were far less important from an evolutionary point
of view than women. Women indeed are so much more important that the male defence
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of community included the organizing and the control of access to women. me basic
reason is obvious: you can always be sure, at least in a smafl community, who is the
mother of a ctid, but without strong control you cannot be sure who is the father. It is
a reason why polygyny (marrying more than one wife) is far more common than
polyandry (marrying more than one husband). h the book Yozces of Islam 1 ask a
Musti why polygamy is a~owed to Mush men but not to Mush women. He
repfies:

‘me reason is quite simple: you want to know the father of the cMd. me
mother is unmistakably established in the whole act of procreation. me mother
is known. It is the father who would otherwise be uncertain, if a woman married ~
more than one husband. ”

[Vozcesof Islam, Oxford (One World), 1995, p. 132].

I then went on to ask@ ‘%ut supposing it were now possible to estabhsh easfly... the
genetic paternity of any ctid, would that open up the possibtity that a woman might
marry more than one husband?” He answered: ‘oh no, I am afraid that is going beyond
our tits.”

‘Limits’: the word for ‘tits’ in Arabic, and therefore in the wan, is hudud,
or in the singular had. It means a boundary or a tit set by God, and so it describes
the laws laid down by God. Here, as an example, is the @an on sex and fasting during
the fast of Ramadan:

‘Termitted to you on the night of the fasts is the approach to your wives. ~ey
are your garments and you are their garments... So now tie with them and seek
what God has prescribed for you, and eat and drink untd the white thread [at
fiti fight] appears to you distinct from the black thread; then complete the fast
t~ the night appears, and do not he with them wtie you are in retreat in the
mosques. ~ose are the tits of God [tzlti hududu ‘Llahj].” [2.183].

And here is the @’anon divorce:

“A divorce is aflowed twice; afier that, it is a matter of either holding together
on equitable terms, or separating tith kindness. It is not lati to take back any
of your @s, except when both parties fear that they wotid be unable to keep
the tits of God. E you fear that they wotid be unable to keep the tits of
God, there is no blame on either of them if she gives something for her freedom
nose are the tits of God, so do not transgress them E any do transgress the
tits of God, those are the wrong-doers.” [2.229].

Hudud tits, in relation to both food and sex. Here at once, and in miniature, can be
seen the powefi @ortance of refigions as organised systems in the domain of gene
rephcation and the nurture of ctidren. Refigions established the tits of Me. ~ey
established the codes of behaviour, as wefl as the sanctions and endorsements to make
them stick. And they have worked. me word of God, whether in Bible or @’an or
Shruti or Adi Granth, is a very powefi sanction. For tiennia, therefore, rehgions
have been the social context in which intiduals have Wed thek ties success~y,
mccess being measured in terms of survival and replication.
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Success is certatiy not measured in terms of individual freedom; and you do
not need to be a feminist to recognise that the strategies adopted by refigions to protect
gene-rephcation and the nurture of cMdren have usua~y hvo~ed the protection of
women and the control of their kes by men. ~s does not mean that women cannot
have a very high status. Frequently the feminine is celebrated in refigions as the source
of power. Power means that the feminine is not ody the obvious source of Me and the
@of ferttity: she is also the source of death. mat is why in hdia, Mahadefi the great
Goddess, the feminine who becomes manifest in so many dtierent guises (as, for
example, Parvat~ ~h and Durga) is Me-giving in association with a male consort, We
Shivs, but death-dekering or death-controhg on her own. Ltie ati death are the
pulse of the feminine, and that is why blood, not least in menstruation, is marked off as
both @ and threat.

It is, therefore, wrong to think that in refigions women have a subordinate
status in au ways. h the home, certatiy, the wife and mother is Mely to be revered,
and that reverence has been translated into worship in many parts of the world. It is
equafly wrong to think that afl women everywhere are seeking to unite against this
since they have nothing to lose but their chains. h fact, many women perceive these
system as working wefl for them also. mat is why it is ofien women who are visible
on the streets campaigning for the status quo, campai~g, for example, for the
retention of the vefl in Islam Some married women see themsebes now, as much as in
the past, as having degrees of importance which in their own eyes exceed those of men.
h Worl& of Faith Mrs Pancho~ a ~du tie, told me very Hy, ‘Women are the
transmitters of cdture in ~du tradition, and this role hes in the hands of women, and I
don’t think a man has time, or even the patience, to do that” [World of Faith:
Religious Belief and Practice in Britain Tod~, London (Mel Books), 1983, p. 213].

~s takes us back to the earfier claim that one of the most important early
achievements of refigion was the fady in the fatiy, it is possible for women to be,
paradoxically, both subordinate and paramount. Women are the transmitters, not simply
of Me, but also of cdture. Where men became impotiant was in btiding the extended
fady, because for this men actuafly had more time than women.

me extended fady in its ordinary sense is important enough, but what
refigions created were even larger emended faties which went far beyond even the
kinship group of actual relatives. Refigions suppfied the metaphors and the rituals
through which genetic strangers have been bonded together in a wage or in a larger
geographical area, and in this way a much larger group acts together and cooperates -
even though fiat cooperation has meant the even greater subordination of slaves,
shudras, household servants - ‘Upstairs and Downstairs’ again. h the end some
refigions have dreamed that the whole hum race might be a single fatiy, an ‘umma
as Mush wodd cafl it, a metaphorically extended fatiy, in which, to quote the
Christian version of a comparable theme, we are afl members one of another
(Ephesiaw 4.25).

tice the cotidence of this larger fatiy is established by its rehgious
validation, then of course even such apparently disadvantageous behaviors as sexual
variance can be harnessed - or prohibited: again, there are many Merent strategies.
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Take cehbacy as an example: this may serve the community, or it maybe regarded as
aberrant. Cehbate Buddhist monks took up arms against Toyotomi Hideyosti they had
less to lose; Mush regard cefibacy as a denial of the purposes of God in creation; yet
eunuchs looking afier harems were a diminished risk. Here, as always, refigions
produce a betidefig variety of dtierent strategies. But within them au, the redting
refigious control has produced high degrees of tiabfity: it has produced moral codes,
designations of who may mate with whoW including prohibited relationships,
techniques and rituals for producing off~ring, ofien of a desired gender, education,
protection of women, assurance of paternity by restricting access to women, rules of
inheritance and thus of continuity in socie~.

hd eventually, ahnost au rehgions have made much, in ~erent ways, of the
natural diwinction between sex and reproduction. Roman Cathoficis~ as we W see in
a moment, is an exception. But in genera~ refigions have made much of the distinction
between sex and reproduction. Even before the relation between sexual acts and
reproduction was better understood, the potential of sex for pleasure and for power
was we~-recognised.

This, in itse~ reinforced the male control of women, because promiscuous or
dcensed sexual activity wodd clearly subvefi that ordering of faties in pafiicular
and of society in general which was rewarded in natural selection (that is, from the
tited perspective of the participants, in continuity,). So whereas male sexual activity,
outside the reproductive boundary of the fady, might not be disruptive in terms of
reproduction, itclearly wodd affect the stabtity of the tidy as the unit of selection;
and in any case, female sexual activity of that tid wodd certatiy be subversive
because of the point akeady made about ctidren. There is, therefore, a context of
rehgious restriction in relation to sexutity which has been necessary or at least
rewarded from the point of view of natural selection and evolution.

Within that context of restriction, the nature of sexuatity and sexual feehgs has
evoked widely ~ering responses in refigions, ranging on the one side from a fear of
being enslaved to the passions (leading to a duafistic subordination of sexuafity, as in
Manichaeism or some versions of Christianity), to a defight, at the other extreme, in
sexuafity as a proper end in Me, as among fidus. For =dus there are four
puwkrtti, four legitimate goals in Me, and kama, which includes defight in sexual
pleasure, is one of them

The same is true elsewhere: ahuost anywhere where there has not been an
inhibiting fear, the exploration of sexuafity has been religiously impotiant. h Eastern
retigions, in partictiar, the nature of sexual ener~ was explored in many directions.
Since serial arousal seems to make its own demands, what might be the consequence if
that energy is brought under human control and directed to dmerent ends? h China this
lent itseE to the quest for immortality and the gaining of strength, in hdia to the
acquisition of power, in ~erent kinds of puja or worship, and in tantra. This means
that refigions recognised early and tidely that sex and reproduction are not
synonymous: sexual engagement has p~oses and pleasures far beyond the tited
purpose of the transmission of Me.
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h Christianity, the issue of control and restriction led in a dfierent direction. h
so far as human sex transcends both reproduction and biological imperatives, it is no
longer an end of that biolo@cal kind in itseK How, then, does it relate to the end of
sahation and the vision of God? One answer is to say, Extremely we~ the union of a
man and a woman, transcending the union of male and female b a biological sense, has
seemed refi~ously to be the nearest one can come on earth to the fial union with God
(for many examples, see my Gresham lectures Beyond Words: me Poetry of Presence).
But another answer has been to say that sex is of lesser value than the hal end of God,
and is among those tigs that may have to be given up if the unqua~ed love of God is
to flourish. ~s ascetic option gives the highest value to cefibacy, chastity and
virginity, and it became the dominant voice of the official Church, especially in the
West. mat means it became the voice of men, since ody men have control and
authority in the Church (since women, untfl recently, and stfi in Roman Catholicism
and Orthodoxy, cannot be ordained). ~us the subordination of se% and the attempt to
make it in effect synonymous, either with sin or with reproduction, became, within
Christianity, a partictiar strategy through which men kept control and gave to control a
new me-g.

So to say that retigions are concerned with sex and food is in fact to say, yes,
certatiy, they are concerned with the protection of gene-replication and the nurture of
ctidren, and they have done that very we~. But it is to say also that they did it so wefl
that they created the opportunity to do my other things also. hd now, at last, we get
to the second level of tiormation which rehgions protect, and this brings us to the
more obviously rehgious. me point is clear and simple: because rehgions worked at the
fist and basic level of protection, they created secure contexts. ~ey created and
became contexts of such security that people cotid tie with each other in confidence.
&d because people were Mg in secure contexts, they were able to set out on
tremendous journeys of exploration - explorations of themsebes and of their
environments. People were set free to explore their own nature and society, as wefl as
the world around them mat is why, incidentally, the natural sciences, as we now know
the~ au began originally as part of this retigious exploration. It is ody very recently, in
the law two or three hundred years, that refigion and science have come apart.

~ese explorations of human possibfity, and of the environments in which it is
set, opened the way to the specficdy refigious. h the book 1s God a Vim?, I have
pointed out that where h~ possibtity is concerned, the exploration has been
primady of the human body. It is therefore known, from Greek soma = ‘body’, as
‘somatic exploration’. What is this body capable of experiencing? What is it capable of
being and of becoming? k some refigions, the emphasis has been on exploration
inwards: they have sought and fomd truth tithin the body, in terms of dghtenment,
peace, emptiness, shunyata, the Buddha-nature, kevala-jnana, and are therefore know
as ‘inversive systems’. me exploration of what ~oreau cafled ‘%heptiate sea”, the
streams and oceans of our inner nature, has led to such refigions as Jainism and
Buddhism k other refigions, the emphasis has been on exploring the meaning and
value of what has been discovered outside the body, and of the relationships into which
people enter. It was this which ctiated in communion, or even union, with God.

‘Zove is here Me the blood in my veins and skin:
He has tiated me and fled me ody tith HimseK
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Ws tie has surged through au the atoms of my body.
Of ‘me’ ody my name remains: the rest is ~.”

~awey op. cit., p. 181].

This exploration of the value in relationship has produced refigions We
Judais~ Ctistianity and Islam These systems, in which value and meaning are found
in relationship, are bown as ‘extraversive systems’. k both cases, it is a matter of
emphasis: an inversive system is never inattentive to the world of relationships, wMe
an extraversive syste~ ernphasising the love of God and of one’s neighbour, bows
that God can be found within, in what St. Teresa ca~ed ‘the interior castle’.

&d now we can begin to see why the achievements of refigion have been so
vast. They are pretty we~ the whole of everything. Even apart from those fial and
supreme states of union with God or with the Buddha-nature, au the most enduring
human values and achievements - in dance, art, music, dance, drama, agrictiture,
poetry, education, the nawal sciences - au of them have their roots in these refigious
contexts of exploration. Ad as the consequences of somatic exploration in the past are
transmitted in refigious systems and are reafised from one generation to another, so the
characteristic practices of refigions become apparent, in worship, meditation, sacfice,
prayer, yoga, zazen and much else. ~ of these are appropriations of past and tested
achievements and experience, retised and extended from one generation to another.

Mat happens? For some people, everything. The power, the peace, tie truth,
the beauty, the goodness, the hope, the joy, these are so real and so unequivoca~ not
just for a few but for many, that d else in human Me fades in comparison. Refigion is
no longer a rotter of academic study or argument; it is a new world; and we can reach
it ody through the refigious systems which ten us how to get there. People can discuss
the Buddha-nature and can try to understand inte~ectidy what it is. But the Buddha-
nature as the whole universe, and as one’s own appearance within it, is true in a
transforming sense ody to those who reafise it by the ways so care~y presemed and
transmitted in the Buddhist systems. People can argue about God, but God as source
and goal of Me is hewn ordy to those who receive him as ~, demand and invitation
in the ways so care~y presemed in theistic systems.

The immense importance of afl that has been achieved in rehgions retiorces the
reason why retigions are protective systems: they protect not ody gene-reification, but
also virtuafly everything else that has been indispensable for human Me and flourishing.
It is au far too important to be lefi to chance. It is everything from sex to sakation. It
is, therefore, tiormation which has to be organised if it is going to be saved and shared
and transmitted. Refigions are systems to do exactly that. Ad wtie we may t~ of
this information primady in terms of items which seem to us more obviously refigious,
in terms, let us say, of gurus or of God, in fact the fimdamental Mormation is at the
fist level concerning sex fdy and food: without that, at leas in eartier times, the
rest codd never have got off the ground.

&d now, at last, it becomes obvious what this focal crisis is that is threatening
or cha~enging rehgions at the present time. It is that retigions no longer see~ in many
societies, necessary for the protection of gene-reification and the nurture of c~dren.
W of what has happened through the last hundred years, at least in technological
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and affluent societies: the rates of infant mortafity have dropped, so that we no longer
need the insurance of multiple births; techniques of contraception have been developed
which reduce the risk of unwanted pregnancy, as much outside mfiage as within;
smafler faties and the better control of when cMdren are concetied have contributed
to the emancipation of women from the obhgation to be avadable for reproduction. h
many societies, that a~-important tiction of refi~ons, to protect md to enhance the
probabfity of gene-reification has disappeared. We do not need reb@ons as protective
systems for this purpose. me pervasive control of rehgions k the fimdamental domain
of sex and food may have worked wefl for dennia - indeed, it has worked we~ since
otherwise none of us would be here. But it is now redundant, in the proper sense of
redundancy - saying the same thing twice so that the message gets through: some
people may stfi he in refigious systems and foflow the ties on sex and diet, but they
also go to the doctor. Rehgion is no longer necessary to secure the goal of gene-
reification.

What do rehgions do in this new circumstance? ~ey do, of course, many
different things, but one thing that some of them do is obvious: they carry on as usual;
they deny their redundancy. mat is what I mean by a real crisis facing refigions.
Because rehgions have become through time such hi@y organised and effective
systems, in which sex and reproduction are integrated into a coherent syste~ it seems
immensely threatening if sex is p~ed out of the system ~s can be seen most
obviously in the Roman Cathofic, or more accurately Vatican Cathofic, insistence that
the unitive and the procreative tictions of sex cannot be divorced. Humawe Vitae
tisists- that “each and every mafiage act must remain open to the transmission of Me”
[HV 11], and “every action which, whether in anticipation of the conjugal act, or in its
accomplishment, or in the development of its natural consequences, proposes, whether
as an end or as a means, to render procreation impossible” is intrinsica~y eti [HV 14,
Catechism of the Catholic Church #2370].

~s is based on an appeal to natural law and to the right of the Church to
pronounce on such rotters (W). Natural law is not of course to be cofised with that
which happens naturafly: ‘me natural law” says the Cathotic Catechisu “expresses
the original moral sense which enables man to discern by reason tie good and the e@
the truth and the he” [CCC #1954]. But then it is simply a matter of rhetoric to claim
that the titive and procreate fimctions, sex and reproduction, cannot be separated.
k most refigions they are separated, so it is simply not true that there is a natural moral
discernment that they cannot be separated. h nature, in any case hey are separated,
even in the most obvious sense that the words ‘sex’ and ‘reproduction’ are not
synonymous. Certatiy afl organisms have to reproduce if genetic survival is to be
ensured, but they can do this by asexual as wefl as sexual means. Asexual reproduction
of sin~e-cefled species, such as protists or blue-green algae, is comparatively simple: it
invohes duphcation of chromosomes fo~owed by a division. Sexual reproduction is
vastly more complicated, and far more costly, as a behaviour.

So what are the evolutionary advantages of sexual reproduction? Part of the
answer ties in the way it increases genetic diversity. But part of the answer fies in the
fict that sexual activity serves more purposes naturafly than reproduction alone. h fact,
one of the major rewards of unitive sex being divorced from reproductive se% and not
just in the infertfle periods, fies in the bonding and continued commitment of each to
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other, above afl of male to female, though it codd equafly be male to male or female to
female. The protective advantages are obvious, especia~y for women: men do not
simply seek to repficate their genes with the maximum number of partners. They remain
committed to the investment in a sin~e partner. To put it as simply as possible (and this
is ahost exactly the opposite of what Humanae Vitae maintains), there is, in the human
case, far more to sex than reproduction.. It is essential and natural, in the human case,
that not afl sexual acts should be open to the transmission of Me.

But the vacuity of the Vatican claims is not, of course, on its own the real issue.
The real issue is whether it is necessary for refigions to defend without change the
system which has worked so we~ for so long, when circumstances have changed in a
radicafly disjunctive way. E one part goes, is not the whole threatened, patiictiarly in a
system in which matters of faith and morals can be defined infa~bly? Not that Vatican
Catholicism is done in this. Any refigion which reEes on inenant revelation W be
comparable. Thus in ISIW whatever is a~owed or forbidden in the @’an is absolute.
There is much in human Me and behaviour that is, by the mercy of God, lefi open, but
the wan is not open to change or negotiation. From the @an and from the example
of the Prophet and his Companions, it is clear what tie purpose and practice of
marriage must be: the primary purpose of marriage is the service and worship (’iba&h)
of Nab, and that is achieved by Mg together as God Ws. my then is the second
purpose, the birth of c~dren brought into context. What does God W? A quotation
from Do~s summary, in his book, Shari ‘ah: me Islamic LW (London, Ta Ha, 1984, p.
117), makes this clear:

‘me w, with his aggression, is charged with what is cafled the ‘instrumentti
fictions maintenance, protection, detigs with the outworldy matters and
leadership within the fatiy. The woman is entrusted with caring for and rearing
the ctidren, organizing the home, and creating the loving atmosphere inside her
matrimonial home .... Work or trade are not prohibited to woman in Shatiah
provided thay do it within the framework of modesty and with the permission of
the husband; they are not recommended to undertake such activities tiess
there is a justtication for them to go to work and shotid be without prejudice
to their husband’s rights.”

~s is an example of rehgion as a protective syste~ of the kind so we~ rewarded by
natural selection. Can this change without cahg the @an in question? The crisis is
the same. Of comse the Vatican and Sunni Islam do not agree on afl matters. h fact, in
Islam contraception is permitted for vafid reasons, and those reasons are fisted: the
most important are those which have to do with the health and we~-being of the mother
or of existing ctidren. Where the Vatican and Islam are agreed is in defmding the
status of refigion as the protective system in which alone sexual activity and gene-
repfication should occur, and must occur in the ways they say. It is this which creates
so much tension in other refigions as weh think of the tension in Israel between secdar
Jews and the near-monopoly of Orthodox Jews in these matters.

The real crisis for retigions is, therefore, to know whether they need for their
own -al to maintain the same system of control over gene-reification that have
sewed them so we~ for so long. Is it the ody, inevitable poficy for refigions to reiterate
their control of reproduction? But the disaster of doing that is obvious: gene-rephcation
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no longer requires, in many parts of the world, the protection that reh~ons used to
supply, and sex and reproduction are increasin~y being separated. For reti@ons to
insist that this is wrong is to drive a schism into the human community.

me schism may not immediately show, because rehgions, as a consequence of
their explorations and discoveries, offer so much more than their aboriginal protection
of gene-rephcation that many people @ adhere to the refigion in general and abandon
its imperatives on sex and reproduction. But the incoherence, or for that matter the
hypocrisy, is dangerous: it means that refigions get identtied with a recalcitrant defence
of the indefensible, and that consequently the wisdom that they have acquired on other
matters gets lost. Islam and the Vatican came into an tiely afiance at Rio and Cairo
on matters of world population. me effect of this was to make far more extreme the
positions taken by others at the ~ conference on women at Beijing, in 1995. It is not
that the Vatican is alone in opposing an international right to abortion, or the use of
abortion as a means of fady planning, or the proposal that tiersal human rights are
not universal afl of which came up at Beijing. But the Vatican made the opposition
more tictit by insisting so unequivocally on a system of protection and contro~ in
relation to sex and reproduction, which no longer serves its original purpose. It seemed
to be suggesting that ody those who agree that contraception is intrinsica~y eti have a
moral right to speak. Ad then what happened? It was to women at the Beijing
cotierence that Pope John Pad addressed his ‘Letter to Women (July 10, 1995), m
which, wMe he apologised for the objective wrongs done to women by ‘hot just a few
members of the ChurcN’, he then promptly went on to perpetuate them by insisting that
the genius of women is of such a kind that it cannot be exercised in ministerial
priesthood.

me tragedy of afl this is that the wisdom and experience of refigions on other
matters gets lost. Ethey are no longer necessary for the protection of gene-reification,
and yet they insist that they are, they risk becoming incredible on other matters as we~.
For in these last few pages, I have been ta~g about gene-reification alone: what
about the nu~e of cMdren? What have refigions learned here that might stfi be of
value? hd what of the other end of Me? mat of senesence, of grotig old? Both of
these, both nurture and aging, have evolutionary advantages, although they carry with
them high costs.

Here, exactly as with the case of gene-replication, refigions in the past have
exploited the necessities and the advantages of evolutionary constraints, and they have
made out of them something transcendently human. Rehgions have so much to teach us
about the values of old age; they have even more to teach us about the value of death.
~ey deal in so many vital ways with what Mstotle ca~ed &&8aIuovtu, h~
flourishing. Not least they reahse the importance of the tfiy extended fady, in the
organisation of society. ~en Ms matcher decided that society does not etist, she
was about as far from retigious truth and insight as it is possible to get. She said:
‘mere is no such thing as Society. mere are individual men and women, and there are
faties” [Women’s @n, Oct. 31, 1987].

mat is akost as foofish as the Pope saying that women cannot be ordained:
where there are faties, there aheady is society. How fades relate to each other and
constitute society has been differently achieved in dtierent rehgions, but in au of them
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there is a wisdom which has been tested and changed through the course of time. It is
true that Edmund Leach contended, in 1967, that ‘far from being the basis of the good
society, the fady, with its narrow privacy and tawdry secrets, is the source of afl our
discontents.” Described in that way, refigions might wefl agree with him: no one can
doubt that the refigious fact of faties has led to disastrous outcomes, not least where
daughters are concerned. But they have achieved other truths and values in relation to
the fatiy as we~, and therefore they have other and better things to say.

But are they worth hearing? me real crisis for refigions is that if they defend the
system which is no longer needed for its original purpose, the protection of gene-
repfication, they W seem to be no longer needed for any of their other purposes,
including the nurture of cMdren, the attainment of wisdo~ the values of age and the
goals of Me.

So the focal and real crisis for refigions is simple to see, far less simple to sohe.
Rehgions are the systems which have controlled gene-rephcation and the nurture of
c~dren for many thousands of years. ~ey have done this so wefl that they have also
been the contefi in which tie great discoveries and achievements of h~ enterprise
have been secured and have been passed on as opportunity from one generation to
another.

Most of this remains as true now as it has been in the past: the opportunities of
refigion, to create the greatest goodness and beauty in mind and spirit and behaviour, to
find God by being found by God, to grasp the nettle - and to grasp one’s neighbour - as
being not other than onese~ none of this has disappeared. What has disappeared is the
necessity for refigions to guard and protect the process of gene-reification. And the
more a refigion identfies itseE with that necessity and refises to rekquish it, the more
absurd it becomes. me more it insists that its old protection of reproductive activity
belongs to the essence of its truth, the less people M care to hsten to it on a~ those
other matters - those opportunities for the transfiguration of h~ Me.

mat is what it means to say that refigions, when they do this, drive a schism
into the human communi~ they diminish our human possibfity. Rehgions have
acquired so much truth and so much wisdom through the course of time that tiey
shodd be way out in front showing how to We in this new world in ways that seek
what Hooker cafled ‘tie common good’. mat must include in our time accepttig and
a=g tith gratitude the emancipation of women, not from refigion, but from the
now unnecessary restrictions and protection which rehgions used to etist to provide.

Wti they do so? An answer can ody be given by those who tite the
catechism and the handbooks of shari’a, the responsa and the applications of dharma.
At the moment it looks as though it @ not happen, and the human loss W be great:

‘Tor I have seen the ways that lead away
Beyond the night, and onto endess day:
WM you, my fiend, step with me, break this bread,
& stay in safety, safe among the dead?”
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The Revd. Dr. iMa@n Percy

The Bearable Lightness of Being?
Fundamentalism, Revivalism and the Future of Enthusiastic Religion

There is an old joke about a fidmentdist Welsh pastor. Lost at sea ad
shipwrecked, he is evenhally picked Up by a rescue pm a few years later. The

Pm are impressed by his resourceti Robtison Cmsoe existence in the
meantime, but are pmled by the fact that he has built wo Chwches whilst on his
desert island. When asked to explain this, he rephes: ‘Its sfiple - that’s the one I
go to, and the other is the one I don’t.’ The variant of this joke is to put two

fidamentdist pastors together on a desert island: titi a week, they have both
founded their own churches. Fundamentdists and retiv~ists are dab hands at
schism. As Garrison Keillor points out in Luke WObegon Days, the problem is
one of purity: ‘we made sure that any who fellowstiped with us were straight on

dl the details of the faith...we referred to [others] as ccso-cdle~’ [Christians] ...but
to ourselves, we were simply me Brethren, the last remnant of the true Church.
Jesus said, “Where two or three are gathered in my name, there I am in the midst
of them,” and [we] believed that was enough. We met in Uncle M’s and Aunty
Flo’s bare living room... ‘.*

To English ears, this may seem like the theatre of the absurd. But allow me to
take you to the Lake District. Whilst studying as an ordinand, I undertook a two
week placement in a well-known village, hoping to learn something about rural
ministry in a busy tourist setting. Once upon a time, the place had supported two
Brethren churches - ‘Open’ and ‘Closed’, the buildings being at opposite ends of
the town. Now, there were no Brethren lefi: one was a carpet warehouse, and
the other a Masonic Lodge.2 The Anglican church was an unremarkable
Victorian building. Yet with a population of ody 1200, and in 1989, there were
three ‘House Churches’. One had been founded by a former youth worker
attached to the Anglican church: he had fallen out with the vicar 10 years ago
over guitms, spiritual gifis and the like. He lefi, taking the teenagers with him -
they now rented the local library on Sundays. A few years later, having been
joined by some adults, this church divided itself, this time on the issue of
authority - a retired charismatic missionary was clearly better-suited to run the
church than the ex-youth worker, but no-one codd agree. Result: schism. Two
years &er that, a second schism developed, this time over the issue of health and
wealth (’Prosperity Gospel’), hermeneutics, ad again, authority and charisma.

1Gtison Keillor, Lake Wobegon Days, New York, Viking Penguin, 1985, pp.
102E
2 The Brethren arrived in Coniston from the West Country to help with the slate
mining in the last cen~. Both churches were of a good size, but had ceased to
fiction as such since the 1960’s.
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The combined numbers of these three House Churches was no more than 40
people; the Anglican electoral roll was around 160.3

Enthusiastic religion is no stranger to these shores. John Wesley, on one of his
many preaching missions, was fwously rebked in 1750 by Bishop Butler in
these words: ‘God damn your enthusiasm, Sir - God damn it!7. Revivals upset
religious principles; they turn the world upside dew’ emptying churches7 but
filling fields and conference centres with people. Contemporary fundamentalism
and revivalism are both religions of enthusiasm: passion, power and vigour turns
an ordinary idea into powefil ideology. Conversion, zeal and purity of belief ~
guarantee that this form of religiosity is the very antithesis of the mellowness so
beloved of liberalism. k a lecture of this brevity, there is not time to consider the
defitions of tidamentalism and revivalism: I shall assume that we all have
some thoughts and feeling for the parameters of that type of religious
expression.4 kstead, our main focus will be enthusiasm and being7 their past7
present and fiture, and relation to culture. The focus for this will be the
tidamentalistic contemporary Chtismatic Movement.

Phenomenologically spetig7 this form of religion frequently dominates news
headlines. The ‘Toronto Blessing’, now some three years old, was notorious for
the zoological noises that accompanied the @seudo?) pneuma-somatic
experiences. Being ‘slain in the Spirit’ has become part of charismatic
vocabulary. k the past7 it would appear that similar occurrences in America and
England have also been noted, although their phenomenological similarity is
questionable.5 Yet in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries, the culture of
revivalism was ofien seen as a lower-class or artisan rebellion against7 or antidote
to, over-rationalised religion or dead credal formulae. People were caught up by
it in their hundreds of thousands.6 Enthusiastic religion was a compensator for
tightly-controlled middle-class values: the experiential was stressed over the
cognitive7 the Dionysian over the Apolloim. b Victorian England, as many have
noted7 enthusiastic, revivalistic religion was intentionally popular and

3I was able to meet with all three House Church leaders. Al had separated horn
their pment church ‘because God told us to’. When I pointed out there was no
New Testament precedent for separatism, they were unmoved. None of the
groups had what could be called a doctrine of the church, or any foundational
theology. The configuration of each group/chuch was: ‘these are the people we
agree and worship with’ - at the moment.
4 See Appendix.
5 See my Words, Wonders and Power: Understanding Contempora~ Christian
Fundamentalism and Revivalism, London7 SPCK, 1996, pp. 172-173.
6For a brief survey7 see Christian Histo~, Issue 45, Vol. XIV, No. 1., 19g4.
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perforrnative: it was led by feelings, not facts - it was a type of cathartic
liberation for those who felt excluded by ‘established’ religion.7 It could be
erotically-charged, glitq, tacky - even a little lewd. With the bourgeois, there
has always been a mixture of fascination and distaste, a love-hate relationship.

It is probable that the number of Christians tiected by Charismatic Renewal
(revivalism) can be numbered in hundreds of rnillions.s Globally, there is almost
no denomination that does not have a revivalist component. The growth of
enthusiastic religion is quite simply, phenomenal. Yet there is a price for this.
hstances of schism are high; David Martin has noted that Neo-Pentecostal
churches in South herica have partly mushroomed because tiey operate and
franchise in the high streets like any other shop, competing for the ‘commerce’ of
belief.9 This looks impressive and engaging, but Lesslie Newbigin, echoing a
Barthian point,lo warns against judging quality of belief through quantity of
adherents: ‘the multiplication of cells uelated to the body is what we call
cancer.’ This seems harsh, but the divisiveness of charismatic phenomena should
not go unremarked. The cancerous analogy is also helpful in suggesting that
whatever growth is produced, it frequently seems to lack any purpose other than
tier growth and enthusiastic intensity, a theme we shall return to later.

Revivals, of course, are no stranger to Ctistian history. Since the Reformation,
there have been revivals of piety (17th century, Wtan), holiness and its sociality
(early 18th century, Methodist) and catholic ritualism (19th century, the Oxford
Movement), of ‘speaking in tongues’ (20th century, glossolalia in

Pentecostalism), enthusiastic religion (late 19th century, Cane Ridge, Kentucky)

and of Creation Spirituality (late 20th century, resonant with Celtic Christianity).
There is almost no time in Christian histo~ which cannot lay claim to its own
revival. Each of these revivals, although different phenomenologically, shares a
common ‘genetic code’. This can be a complex agenda that at first sight looks

,. simple. Yet it is fm from that. So what are revivals, and why are they so ofien
found breaking out in fidamentdistic churches?

7 See for example John Maynard, Victorian Discourses on Sexuality and
Religion, Cambridge, Cm, 1993.
8Estimates vary horn 100 million to 400 million, which is between 5% and 20%
of the world’s Christian population, which is currently estimated at 2 billion.
One billion are Roman Catholic.
gD. Martin, Tongues of Fire, Oxford, Blackwell, 1990.
10L. Newbigin, ‘On Being the Church for the World’ in @d) G. Ecclestone, The
Parish Church?, London, Grubb kstitute~owbray, 1988. Cf. K. Barth,
Church Do@atics, Edinburgh, T&T Clark, 1958, IV, ii., Chap. 15, p. 648: ‘the
true growth... of the community is intensive, not extensive...’.
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First, they are all attempting to reach back to the past, to restore ‘something? that
is deemed to have been ‘Iost’ by the church. RevivaIs seldom offer something
that is entirely new: their credibility depends on it being shown that this was
somehow part of the orig;nal Christian message. Second, revivals arise out of
their own distinctive social and cultural genres. They are partly produced by and
are reactions against their ow society, and are therefore necessarily relevant.
Third, revivals ofien occur during times of social upheaval. The end of an age,

the passing of an era, or a particular c~ami~ ofien produces religious fervour. In

t~es of peace and security, a form of liber~ism often thrives. But when, say,

society moves en masse horn an agrarian way of life to an urban one, revivalism
Cm flourish.’* Social uncertainty can make people flock to a rekindling of
religious certainty, and the recovery of communitas in church that is being lost in
the world. Last, they stress the experience of revival as a key to self-knowledge.
Revivalism is not taught but ‘caught’: ti cotierences and churches, the necessity
of personal experience is brought home to believers in worship, teaching and
ministry.

Contemporary Charismatic Renewal has now been going for ahnost jO years. Its
main roots lie in Pentecostalism and Fundamentalism, and like all revivals, it
seeks to exchange the perceived absence of God for a new sense of presence.
Pentecostalism was an experiential response to modernity, in much the same way
that tidarnentalism was a sort of rational (or cognitive) response. Both
movements began within a decade of each other, and were reactions against
theological and moral liberalism, besides being drives towards embodying a form
of religious clarity that could provide an alternative to the muddied waters of
increasing pluralism and relativism. Both movements sired their own
denominations, seminaries and schisms, as well as developing their own
distinctive cultures. Both movements, although now global, were born in the
USA, and as such, became the focus for racial tension and division in the years ~
preceding World War 11.

After that war, Charismatic Renewal began to emerge as a movement that was
deeply syncretic. Modem revivalism was born out of a peculiar alliance. Lapsed
fidamentalists were waking up to discover themselves as evangelical, and
those still in Pentecostalism were searching for new emphases on the immanent
power of the Holy Spirit. The result was a new stress on revival,

Rational religion and the
certainty it brought was valuable: but many people wanted more than this - they

1*The Great Awakening of the 18th century might be such an example, but it is
clearly only a partial explanation for the revivalism of the times.
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wanted to experience something as well. Faith was not just thinking about God,
but feeling him too. This is the sui generis of contemporary revivalism. Even
those sppathetic to the movement agree that the drive for experience is a key to
understanding revivalism. For example, Mchael Harper notes that revivalism
has had three distinct phases: emphasis on personal renewal (1950’s & 60’s - the
‘Jesus People’, and being personally ‘born again’), corporate (1970’s -
denominations begin to accept and inculcate revivalism, but House Churches also
begin), and lastly a global phase (1980’s - revivalism spreads to the Third World,
and then begins to feed-back). Similarly, Peter Hocken notes how this history
has tiected churches in Britain, bringing a combination of enrichment and
challenge to existing denominations. *2

The distinctive experiential and doctrinal particularities of contemporary
revivalism tend to set it apart from classical Pentecostdism. Historically,
Pentecostalism arose from a social history of racial oppression, ~can religion
and theolo~cd tradition steeped in Wesleyan holiness movements. In contrast,
Charismatic Renewal originated from a white, middle-class culture, that was
looking beyond Evangelicalism and Pentecostalism, for a powefil, tactile and
therapeutic religion that addressed the needs of its clientele. Athough revivalism
is now global, there can be no disguising its bourgeois roots and aspirations. 13
The closer one looks, the more differences begin to emerge. For example, both
Pentecostdism and revivalism stress ‘Baptism in the Spirit’ (a post-conversion
experience of the Holy Spirit), but they do not agree on the necessity of
glossolalia (speaking in tongues) .*4 Yet there are many similarities to note.
Both movements emphasise healing, enthusiasm, singing and new forms of
worship, demonology and angelology, and maybe even health and wealth. *5 The
actual occmence of these emphases varies from culture to culture, which is
generally still determined by factors such as class, race, location, denominational
tilliation and the like. Perhaps the best model for understanding the linkage is
to see charismatic, revivalists and Pentecostal as being part of the same

*2See M. Harper, ‘Renewal in the Holy Spirit’, in @d) R. Keeley, Christianity:
A World Faith, Oxford, Lion, 1986, pp. 102ff, and P. Hocken, Streams of
Renewal: The Origins and Development of the Charismatic Movement in Great
Britain, Exeter, Paternoster, 1986.
13For a filler discussion, see my ‘City on a Beach’ in (Eds S. Hunt & T.
Walters), Neo-Pentecostalism at the End of the Centu~, London, Macmillan,
1997.
*4Contempor~ revivalists, whilst not discouraging this gifi, do not regard it as a
critical core experience of being baptised in the Spirit.
15Harper, 1986, P.105.
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extended ftily (modefist, enfiusiastic-experiential reli@on), but belonging to
different branches of the family tree. 16

Enthusiasm and the Lightness of Being

h spite of the numbers of people involved in contempor~ revivalism, there is
very little that could be classed as ‘charismatic theology’. Like Fundamentalism
and Pentecostdism, revivalism has spawned its Om seminaries, notable
preachers and exponents; but a theologian of national or global significance has
yet to emerge. Revivalists tend to appeal to the work of theologians who feed
their theological outlook, without they themselves necessarily being paid-up
revivalists. 17 There are some exceptions to this rule: historians of revivalism,
such as Hollenweger or Hocken have written about charismatic thinking and
prfis, but neither has constructed a charismatic theolo~. Gified scholms SUCII
as Simon Tugwell or David Watson, who clearly can be identified as charismatic,
have tended to produce popular ‘testimony-teaching’ type books, not serious
works of scholarship that outline a theology. kdeed, in the recently published
Dictionary of Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements, there is no entry for
‘Theology’ at all.18 Naturally, this does not mean there are no ‘doctrines’ in
revivalism: ideas about the person and work of the Holy Spirit are critical to
revivalist identity. However, beyond this, there is tiikely to be a developed
Christology, soteriology, doctrine of the church and the like.lg

This is a vital observation. Why is there so much schism in revivalism? Answer:
there is no doctrine of the church, and no theological template for tolerating

16See my Words, Wonders and Power: Understanding Contemporary Christian
Fundamentalism and Revivalism, London, SPCK, 1996, Chapter 1.
*7The work of James DUM is an obvious example here. See his Baptism in the
Spirit: A Study of the Religious and Charismatic Experience of Jesus and the
First Christians, London, SCM, 1979. The works of George Eldon Ladd, James
Kallas and Walter Wink are also hi~y esteemed by revivalists.
18ADictionary of Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements, @ds) S. Burgess,
G. McGee&P. Mexander, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Zondervan, 1988. This is a
slightly misleading comment, since there are articles on the doctrine of the Holy
Spirit, and leaders like Edw~d Wg (~792-~834), we exceptions tOthe ~le.
As is the recent volume by Douglas Petersen, Not by Might Nor by Power: A
Pentecostal Theo[o~ of Social Concern, Otiord, Regnum, 1996.
*9Some branches of Pentecostalism abandoned the doctrine of Trinity, ~d
became Oneness Pentecostal, believing that baptism in ody the name of Jesus
was necess~. Soteriologicd doctrines tend to be quite dualist (Jesus versus
Satan), or ‘borrowed’ from 19th century Evangelical subsitutionary ideas.
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plurality. (Ml that Cm be said to exist is a notion of gathered homogeneity,
which emphasises size). Wy is evmgelism so poor, nuerical growth usually
coming horn converting people who me akeady Christi~s? Answer: revivalism
has no soteriology of its own. My does revivalism apparently succeed so
quic~y where others have failed for so long before? Answer: there is no real
Christology, creeds, sacramental or Trinitarian theology and praxis to burden
believers with. Adherents are offered experience, not knowledge. ‘Theology’, if
you can call it that, is done tiough the hormones and not in the head.
Experience always precedes reflection. There is no charismatic exegesis of
scripture, ody eisegesis.

The observation that contemporary revivalism has no red systematic theology, as
such, is not meant to be patronizing. There are actually good reasons why this is
the case. But let me say sometig about how revivalism atiempts to compensate
for the void. First and foremost, revivalism has a strong background in biblical
fidamentalism. ~lst not everyone who would identifi themselves as
charismatic is a tidmentalist, most will be ‘fidamentalistic’. That is to say,
they will use the Bible in a literalistic, pre-critical fashion, hold their beliefs in a
similar way to classic tidarnentalists (i.e., intolerant of plurality and liberalism,
prone to schism, monologue, etc), and yet be looking for spiritual power that is
linked to, but beyond, a tightly defied biblical authority. As one author puts it,
revivalism offers ‘an eschatologically justified, power-added experiential
enhancement’ .20 As one convert puts it: ‘Salvation is wondefil, but there was
just something missing. I wanted very earnestly to do God’s will. I wanted to
glorifi him. I realised that there was a deeper depth where I could get into the
Lord. I hungered and thirsted for this.’2* Second, revivalism purports to be, at
least in part, a movement that has distanced itself horn theology. Harvey Cox
sees revivalism as the major component in an ‘experientidist’ movement, that is
tired of the arid, over-rational religion of modernity, that was split between
liberals and conservatives. Revivalism is a self-conscious religion of experience
and feeling, that deliberately pitches itself against too much ‘thinking’ about

20For tier discussion, see R. Spittler, ‘Are Pentecostal and Charismatic
Fundamentalists?’, in K. Poewe @d), Charismatic Christianity as a Global
Culture, Columbia, University of South Carolina Press, 1994, pp. 103ff. See
also my ‘Fundamentalism: A Problem for Phenomenology?’ and ‘Power and
Fundamentalism’ in the Journal of Contempora~ Religion, vol. 10, nos. 1 & 3,
1995.
2*A testimony quoted in James Hopewell’s Congregation: Stories and
Structures, Philadelphia, Fortress Press, 1987, p.76.
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God.22 Cox is at least partly tight in his obse~ation: whenever and wherever I
have atiended a revivalist gathering, believers tie o~en encouraged to desist from
rationalizing, to abandon critical faculties, md are instead to ‘let God touch their
heart’. Last, the absence of a theological, doctrinal or ecclesiological basis
makes revivalists incredibly free in their reactions to and inctication of
contempora~ culture. hdeed, social relevance is their trademark: they are not
bogged down by centuries of tradition, nor do they have much of a past to justifi
or carry. Thus, they tend to use any theologians or aspect of Christian history
selectively, to resource their beliefs,23 but at the same time eschew a depth of
participation in theological, ecclesiologicd, historical or sociological processes,
for fear it will weigh them down. Revivalist religion is essentially a matter of the
heart, and works best when it travels lightly.

There are some problems that arise directly out of these observations that relate
to the question of charismatic theology. First, although some people claim
revivalism is m ecumenical, uniting movement, it tends to be anything but this.24
History shows that charismatic tend to be hi@y divisive: each new revival
within revivalism brings fresh division md more schism. Contempor~
revivalism has no history of uniting denominations, although it sometimes brings
together federations of like-minded people. But that is not ‘ecumenical’, any
more than the nation tuning in to Songs of Praise is an inter-faith event; it is

- simply evidence of homogeneity. The reason that ecumenism and unity is
difficult to achieve in revivalism is because of the subjective, individualistic
nature of the religion.25 Second, and linked to this point, the worship of
contemporary revivalism compounds the problem of persistent ecclesial fracture.
Classic revival worship, such as under Wesley, Moody or Edwards, had a
tendency to use hymns as didactic material. h the case of Wesley, his theology
was actually taught in his hymns and sung by converts. The creeds, sacraments

22H. Cox, Fire From Heaven, Pentecostalism, Spirituality and the Reshaping of
Religion in the Twenty-jrst Centu~, New York, Addison-Wesley, 1994.
23See Percy, Words, Wonders and Power, 1996, p. 172, etc.
24Harper makes this claim (1986), as do others. But if one examines the history
of British Restorationism, or of John Wimber’s Vineyard, all one sees is wave
tier wave of schism. Even when charismatic renewal occurs in historic
denominations, it ofien invo~ves division between those who regard themselves
as ‘real’ Christians and those who are dubbed ‘traditional’ or unregenerate. If
revivalism were ecumenical, it would presumably be in dialogue with partner
churches on questions of unity, and be open to using the liturgies and practices of
other churches. It seldom is.
25Pentecostal-Roman Catholic dialogue has been going on for ~ost 20 yems,
but the level of contact is low.
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and traditions of the church were caught up in 18th and 19th century rhythm:
people were partly bound together by shared doctrines. Contempor~
revivalism, in contrast, attempts no such thing. It does not supplement
sacraments, but replaces them: it is in worship that you meet God, not bread,

wine, word or creeds. Furthermore, tie tiction of worship is not didactic but
emotive: it is a vehicle to move people closer to God, to ‘release’ them, to stir
the heart. Some songwriters see the contempor~ songs as ‘not about God, but
to him’, as the following examples show:

~ I wi~l be yours, you will be mine Lord we ask that You would come right nw,
Together in eternity Jesus come and heal us now,
Our hearts of love will entwined Spirit come &fill us now.
Together in eternity, forever in eternity. We love You, we love You,

We love You, yes we do.26

Consequently, most songs in contemporary revivalism are devoid of serious
doctrinal content: they express feelings about or to God. This of course, is no
basis for theological or ecclesial unity - it just creates a ‘community of feeling’
which is always open to the ravages of subjective individualism.27 Third, the
fidamentalistic roots of revivalism also guarantee ecclesid problems. In such
communities, it is never the Bible that rules, but always the interpreter.28
Consequently, some revivalist churches can look quite totalitarian. Even here,
there is a theological account for the lack of ecclesial breadth. Athough
revivalists have done much to promote the Holy Spirit in recent years, there has
been no move towards developing a Trinitarian doctrine that could give an
ecclesial basis for openness, mutuality and plural forms of sociality. Ironically,
the stress on experience in revivalism means that there is no ‘coping stone’ to

26‘Eternity’ by Brim Doerksen, 1994, from Eternity: Intimate Songs of Praise
and Worship; ‘Lord we ask’ by Bill Dobrenen, 1982, horn Songs of the
Vineyard both published by M, haheim, California. The second song has
‘You’ in upper case to emphasise that this is the personal name of God for the
worshiper.
27See S. Sizer, Gospel Hymns and Social Religion, Philadelphia, Temple
University Press, 1978 for a different conception of ‘community of feeling’. See
also my’ Sweet Rapture: Sublimated Eroticism in Contempor~ Charismatic
Worship’ in (Ed) J. Jobling, Theology and the Body: Gender Text and Ideolo~,
Leominster Gracewin~owler Wright, forthcoming, and Words, Wonders and
Power, 1996, Chapter 4.
28See K Boone, The Bible Tells Them So: The Discourse ofProtestant
Fundamentalism, London, SCM, 1989.
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keep orthodox views together.2g Schism occurs h revivalism precisely because
one person of the Godhead is invariably promoted or ignored over another.
There is never any agreement over the basis for ecclesial authority. It is nearly
always driven by charisma, authority, power and emotion, and therefore always
open to a charismatic counter-coup.

If the ‘theology’ of revivalism is poor, what exactly is it that keeps revivalism
together? hdeed, how has the movement come to be so popular in late
modernity and postmodemity? Part of the answer must lie in its ‘lightness of
being’. Despite the colotil, md at times complex world charismatic live in,
there is not much to actually learn. But there is plenty to experience. To be
charismatic is to belong to a charismaticdly led church, where the gifis (or
charisms) of the Spirit are known and deployed. Revivalism offers healing and a
sense of personal renewal to believers. Its tieodicy can be dramatically dualist:
Jesus versus the devil, Christians and angels versus demons. The worship
alternates between being dynamic and ‘punchy’, to intimate and’ smoochy’. It is
above all a questing faith, that sees itself as restoring the values of the Kingdom
of God, prior to the return of Christ. hcreasingly, it has a millennial edge to it.30

Others see it slightly differently. Knox’s classic critique of revivalism saw its
main tiction as one of evoking enthusiasm, which might help produce cathartic
exchange (i.e., a sudden releasing of emotions might bring benefit), provided
rationality was negotiated away. As he says,

More generally characteristic of the ultrasupematuralist is a distrust of
human thought processes. h matters of abstract theology, the discipline of
the intellect is replaced by a blind act of faith. k matters of practical
deliberation, some sentiment of inner conviction, or some external ‘sign’
tidicative of divine will, claims priority over common prudence .31

29fionically, it was Schleiemacher (1768-1 834) who first suggested that the core
of Christianity might not be doctrine, but ‘the feeling of absolute dependence’
(The Christian Faith, 1821). However, this prompted Sctieiermacher to
conclude that doctrines like the Trinity were necessary as a frame for unity, even
if they ody looked ornamental, like a coping stone.
30See for example the discussion of the ‘Toronto Blessing’ in Damian
Thompson’s The End of Time: Faith and Fear in the Shadow of the Millennium,
London, Sinclair-Stevenson, 1996, pp. 139ff. Thompson points out that the
‘rupture’ of this type of revival provides a ‘shot in the arm’ for revivalism, as it
wwes slightly as it approaches the Millennium.
31R. Knox, Enthusiasms, Oxford, Clarendon, 1950, p. 585.
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James Hopewell’s narrative reading of revivalism suggests that charismatic are
incurably romantic. Jesus is a hero, the devil a ‘baddy’. The romantically-
orientated Christian is dissatisfied with convention, and longs for adventures with
God - and a happy ending. As one charismatic teacher puts it: ‘the Gospel is a
bit like Cinderella - we are all looking for our Prince Charming.’32 Jean Jacques
Suurrnond sees revivalism as a balance between word and spirit in playfil
interaction.33 This, he suggests, gives an account for the abundance, freedom and
liberality (not liberalism) that revivalism can bring. Similarly, Daniel Hardy and
David Ford liken Pentecostalism to what they term ‘the Jazz factor’. This sort of
religion is neither order or disorder - it is ‘non-order’, a form of free-flowing
directional praise that is both social and transcendent.34 h my own work, I have
suggested that theologically and sociologically, following sociologists such as
Meredith McGuire, the movement is best understood in terms of power and
charisma, supplemented by distorted notions of love and intimacy that are
‘mapped’ onto God.35

There are dozens of ways in which one could interpret ‘charismatic theology’,
such as it is: sociological, psychological, theological, phenomenological and so
on. Some of these studies make important theological points. For example,
David Martin, from a sociological perspective, has pointed out in a number of
works that revivalism brings ‘sacred space’ to a mundane and over-crowded
urban world. h a cosmos saturated by information, what revivalism offers is a
sacralised moment where feeling can be recovered, and relationships
reconstituted, He may well be right here, but as sociologists such as Steve Bruce
and others point out, New Age religion provides the same: is revivalism just a
Christian version?36 So, given the absence of any agreed charismatic theolo~ or
a major charismatic theologian, it seems prudent to point out that revivalism is
partly a symptom of the postrnodem condition. It also suggests that if revivalism,
is not a theological movement (or a movement with much theology), it must be
another kind of animal. The question is, what?

32Hopewell, Congregation, 1987, p.78. The reference to Cinderella comes from
Carol Arnott of the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship: ‘htimacy with Jesus’,
05/07/96, taped talk, unpublished.
33See J. Suurmond, Word and Spirit at Play, London, SCM, 1995.
34D. Ford &D. Hmdy, Jubilate: Theolo~ in Praise, London, DLT, 1984.
35See M. McGuire, Ritual Healing in Suburban America, New Brunswick,
Rutgers University Press, 1988.
36See D. Martin, Tongues of Fire, Oxford, Clarendon, 1994, and S. Bruce,
Religion in the Modern World, Otiord, OUP, 1996.
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Ideology, Theology and the Future of Religion

Christian revivalism touches people of dl denominations. Yet revivalist are
exfiemely diverse in their theological praxis. Roman Catholics who become
charismatic ofien become more theologically dogmatic, more intensely
sacramental, and more devoted to the Blessed Virgin Mary. On the other hand, if
the same movement touches the Brethren or other Protestant groups, they usually
abandon their former ecclesial habits, and go in search of the nearest House
Church. No common theological reaction is produced by similar experiences.
This is because the movement is founded not on doctrine, creeds, sacraments, or
even necessarily the Bible: its main source of being (ontology) is experience and
its interpretation.

This lecture is deliberately titled to resonate with Milan Kundera’s classic novel
The Unbearable Lightiess of Being.3T I could have substituted ‘lightness’ for
‘likeness’, made more of contemporary revivalism’s ‘erotic’ worship, and
pressed tie question of the searching for identity. Yet it seems to me that the
novel and the charismatic movement share an unease over the issue of weight and
lightness. Kundera, using Nietzsche and Parmenides, poses the question neatly:
Is lightness positive, and weight negative?38 Kundera suggests that the lightness
of being is ultimately intolerable: we need the weight of being to experience the
weight of glory. k contrast, I am suggesting that postmodem revivalism has
found a form of faith that suggests the opposite: faith should be light and bearable
for believers - this is both its darkness and its achievement. It therefore follows
that lightness of being leads to lightness of glory: cheap grace, perhaps? Magic
has replaced modernist concepts of myth, religion displaced reality: here is a faith
that borders on fmtasy. Revivalism, just like the characters in Kundera’s novel,
are still exploring the relationship between soul and body; words are still
misunderstood - but the Great March has akeady been undertaken.

This may sound like an over-severe judgement, so allow me to qualifi it Wher.
A cultural analogy may be appropriate. Many within the charismatic movement
claim the outpourings like the ‘Toronto Blessing’ are forms of ‘instant
mysticism’ .39 There is no need to live in a religious community any more, be
celibate, spend hours in prayer, engage in the cycles of chanting and sacramental

I
contemplation prior to numinous revelation. k the ‘Toronto Blessing’, you just
turn up, plug in, let go.. and experience: easy, convenient and inst~t.
Undoubtedly many believe this is legitimate spirituality, but I am more inclined to

37Translated from the Czech by Henry Heim: London, Faber& Faber, 1984.
38Ibid., p. 5.
39Wvate correspondence with a member of the Anglicans for Renewal Council.
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see it as the ‘McDonaldisation of mysticism’. ~ making the McDon~d’s link, I
am suggesting that contempor~ revivalism is a form of fast-food spirituality:
popular, cheap, novel and culturally relevant.40 But the downside of this equation
is what organisations like McDonald’s have done to the concepts of eating, food,
fellowship and the like, Perhaps the ‘Toronto Blessing’ is the ultimate revivalist
‘snack’ - but would you want to live off tis~t ‘food’ like that for the rest of
your life? Does that form of revivalism have serious and sustaining nutritional
properties that provide for a balanced diet? I rather doubt it. One author, a
radical contemplative nun, and commenting on popular piety, puts this much
more sharply:

‘Without great respect for learning and depth of research, religious
communities move horn theology to piety very quickly. Good will, good
heart and a great love for God find expression somehow, whether with
understantig, sound development and artis~ or not. It is not that piety is
not good. On the contrary. N1 the intellectual preparation in the world
will’not substitute for hours of prayer.. .It is simply that piety is not enough.
Piety without theology, without study, without reflection, turns easily from
the scriptural mandate to the therapeutic, to the magical, to the
demonstration of the expressive without respect for spiritual consequences.
More than one good idea has turned sour for the lack of substance. Piety
makes me feel good; tieology protects [us] from substituting solely
personal reactions for cosmic insights. ’41

For ‘piety’, read ‘enthusiasm’. The author knows that for all the charisms in the
world, intellectual gifis are needed to pursue problems to their causes. Depth of
reflection, with real theological resourcing, is vital. There is no point in claiming
healing still miracles happen today, tiess you are prepared to probe why so
many diseases are still with us, and then to challenge the real causes of illness,
such as poverty, poor sanitation and ignorance. There is no point in a God who
heals minor medical complaints in the ~5 Bible Belt, but whose hands are tied
when it comes to Bosnia or Burundi. Serious pain needs serious theology, and
real help.

40Cf. George Wtzer’s polemical sociological work, The McDona/dization of
Socie~, Thousand Oaks, Calif., Pine Forge Press, 1996. Rtzer points out that
‘fast food culture’ is riddled with ironies - such as having to queue for food.
hterestingly, in the home of the ‘Toronto Blessing’, believers also have to queue
for ministry, in spite of the claims over the immediate and available power of
God.
41Joan Chittister OSB, The Fire in the Ashes: A Spirituality of Contempora~
Religious Lfe, Leominster, Hereford, Gracewin~owler-Wri@t, 1996, p. 140.
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k view of these remarks, I am rather inclined to see revivalism as an ‘ideology’
in a postmodem setting, that has a theological g/oss.42 Christian charismatic
communities and churches are extremely diverse in their thinking and
ecclesiology. So any attempt to suggest a core ideology that might be generic for
the movement would be rightly treated with some suspicion. hdeed, ‘ideology’
itself has a career as a concept that is eqtily diverse, so one might be doubly
cautious. Let me briefly clari~ how the term ‘ideology’ might be understood to
operate here. David McLellan sees ideology as a product of pluralism, or rather
as a reaction to it. Following Habermas, McLellan sees ideology emerging as a
legitimisation of powers that serves competing sectional interests in an
increasingly fragmented world. As ‘universal dogmas’ disintegrate and
traditional myths begin to lose their social currency, smaller ideologies are born
to replace them. Therefore, in a postrnodem world, it is appropriate to speak of a
pluriverse of ideologies that all convey different types of vision and argue for
different forms of ‘normal’ behaviour, even if that turns out to be ‘alternative’ .43

The postrnodem context is important for understmding contemporary revivalism.
Postmodemism believes in the fracturing of modernist metanarratives and their
associated concepts of ‘truth’, which were largely achieved through assorted
‘philosophies of suspicion’. The postmodem mind suspects modernist ideology
and metanarratives of fooliskess and oppression, but probably only replaces the
former with smaller, more avowedly local ideologies. There is no sign yet that
postmodemity can produce anything that is more liberating (or oppressive) than
modernist ideology, especially since the liberating strategy seems to be mostly
content with subjective, individualistic interpretation. In other words, there is no
deep truth, ody ‘surface meaning’. Plafihess is dso a theme of postrnodemity.
men I visited the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship recently, worshipers
were invited to get ‘soaked’ in a ‘spiritual car wash’: pastors lined up to form a
channel of soaking prayer, and as believers passed through the line, they were
‘brushed and sprayed’ with the anointing power of God. Hundreds passed
through this ‘spiri~al car wash’ .44 Revivalists love any model of ministry that

42bdeed, one leading charismatic proponent of the ‘Toronto Blessing’ wrote to
me recently, suggesting that it might be a bad development if charismatic
renewal acquired a theology of its own. ~vate correspondence).
43See D. McLellan, Ideolo~, Buckingham, Open University Press, 1995, Pp.2-
4, etc.
a See my Catching the Fire: The Sociolop of Exchange and Power in the
Toronto Blessing, Oxford, Latimer House, 1996/ University of Waterloo Press,
Ontario, Canada, 1997 Monograph].
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delivers power and intimacy, no matter how plafil or mechanistic45 In view of
this, it is appropriate to suggest that contempor~ reviv~ism should be seen as a
post-modem movement, partly because it lacks a theology. What it has, in place
of this, is a subliminal axial micro-ideology (based on distorted but popular
concepts of divine love and power), grounded on the interpretation of experience,
with various ‘borrowed’ theological components constantly being added or set
aside. It is a movement, and as such, cannot tiord to stand still.~6

~ terms of revivalism as an ideolo~ rather than a theology, I have taken

Habermas at face value here, ~though I am rnin~ of his critics. ~ speaking of

an ideology, I mean a kind of ‘social system’47 that is regulative and transforming:

it is a unity of language, science and ideas that provides a form of coherence.

Revivalism has its own vibrant culture: books, tee-shirts, holidays, music and

magazines - its a world of its own. ~ this respect, Habermas is close to Geertz,

who sees ideology as a ‘cultur~ system’ ,4s and again to McLellan who more

systematically describes it as ‘a system of signs and symbols in so far as they are

implicated in an asymmetrical distribution of power and resources’ .49 What

reviv~ism ultimately offers to adherents is a sense of ‘romantic’ love, new forms

of religious empowerment, adventurous innovation that goes beyond ‘tradition’,

and above all, the reconstitution of relationships. Like ~1 ideologies, for some, it

is liberating. For others, it is ultimately found to be dominating, and the initial,

liberating force of the ‘good news’ is eventu~ly lost to totalitarian struc~es and

leadership. This phenomena is well-charted in British Restorationism.so

So what of the fiture for revivalism? Will the bubble eventually burst, or will it
continue to accelerate in numerical growth? Some concludkg remarks. First,

45The Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship is home to the ‘Toronto Blessing’.
For a discussion of ‘mechanistic’ tendencies in revivalism, see Hopewell,
Congregation, 1987.
46For Wher discussion on the postmodem condition, see D. Lyon,
Postmodemity, Buckingham, Open University fiess, 1995; S. Connor,
Postmodem Culture, Oxford, Blackwell, 1989; J. F. Lyotard, The Postmodern
Condition, Manchester, Manchester W, 1984; and A. Thiselton, Interpreting
God and the Postmodem Se~ Edinburgh, T&T Clark, 1995.
47See J. Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, London, Heinemann,
1978, p. 314.
48See C. Geertz, ‘Ideology as a Cultural System’, in ldeolo~ and Discontent,
Ed. D. Apter, New York, Free Ress, 1964, p.64.
49McLellan, Ibid, p.83.
50See A Wfier, Restoring the Kingdom (2nd Edition), London, Hodder &.
Stoughton, 1988.
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without an adequate theology, tie movement itself till cont~ue to fragment at
the same rate it grows.51 There is akeady evidence to suggest that some in the
movement are tired of a co~ti~ hat is m~y confi~ed through feeling -
but the search for a theology may prove, illusive for a movement that essentially
works by abrogating rationality.52 Second, as Weber noted, the quality of
charisma is subject to routinisation.53 Movements that began by selling
themselves as not being a new denomination, but a restoration of God’s
kingdom, still have to ponder how they organise themselves for the next cen~.
kevitably, habits and methods become fixed, worship becomes concretised or
stylised, simply in order to maintain an identity. Sometimes they can become
quite repressive: theocracies governed by Elders, that offer ‘redemptive
domination’. Third, the relentless appeal to (reified) power, such as miracles,
looks increasingly suspect as time goes on. Some within revivalism have pointed
out that for dl the t~ of healing, there is an ‘amtig gap between the rhetoric
and the reality’ .54 Furthermore, the types of ilhess and people claimed to be
healed are ofien bourgeois and unremarkable, in stark contrast to Jesus’ healings,
who focussed on the poor md dispossessed, not the middle-class and one or two
fiends.55 Perhaps revivalism, with its emphasis on power and intimacy, just
creates a ‘placebo effect’ for people with certain conditions, which somehow
makes them feel better. As one writer puts it, ‘in the midst of all this [revivalism]
we have barely touched the world’ with all its problems and poverty .56

As we have akeady noted, Bishop Butler cursed the enthusiasm of the primitive
Methodists. k view of what I have said, he might have been right to do so - but
I’m not so sure ti the fial analysis. The resurgence of enthusiastic religion holds
up a mirror to the church, and challenges the identity and claims of over-rational

51See A. Waker, T. Smail & N. Wright, Charismatic Renewal: The Search for
a Theolo~, London, SPCK, 1992.
52See A. Waker, ‘From Revival to Restoration’, Social Compass: International
Review of Socio-Religious Studies, 1985, vol. 32: ‘Take away the experience and
there is no charismatic movement’ (p. 263). See also D. Totiinson, The Post-
Evangelical, London, SPCK, 1995.
53See M. Weber, ‘The Social Psychology of the world religions’ in @ds) H.
Gerth & C. Wright Mills, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociolog, New York,
0~, 1946, p.295.
54See N. Wright, Renewal, no. 153, 1989, p. 12 and N. Scotland, Charismatic
and the Next Millennium, London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995, p. 192.
55On Jesus’ miracles as social justice for the poor and dispossessed, see my
‘Christ the Healer: Modem Healing Movements and the hperative of Praxis for
the Poor’, Studies in World Christianity, vol. 1, no. 2.
56N. Cuthbert, Charismatic in Crisis, Eastbourne, Kingsway, 1994, p. 14.
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religion. Ml too tiequently, the debate between the rationalists and the
enthusiasts is conducted in polemical terms. The rhetoric is littered by the
ticautious use of labels such as ‘dead’ and ‘alive’, ‘sane’ and ‘silly’. For
example, fans of ‘new wave’ charismatic worship ofien accuse the Church of
England of ‘dying of good taste’. The rejoinder is obvious - it is better than
dying of bad taste. It is true, in one sense, that the Church of England goes
nowhere very much, and does this quite slowly, and over a long period of time.
But is going nowhere ve~ fast - arguably the speciality of some charismatic -
really any better? Nan Bennett, in Writing Home, notes that ‘an enthusiastic
Anglican is a contradiction in terms’ .57 He is mtig a fair point with respect to
Anglican identity, but this should not be the fial word. A synthesis between
rationality and enthusiasm is possible. As Archbishop Runcie once suggested,
the ideal form of Anglicanism is a ‘passionate coohess’.58 k the end, both
rationalists and enthusiasts need to heed the same warning, once echoed by
Niebuhr and Bonhoeffer: ‘woe to the church that succeeds in the world - it will
have failed.’

The future for an enthusiastic Christian movement without a red theology is
potentially troublesome. It has no way of preventing schism, lacks depth in
discernment, colludes in social abrogation, and may well be a spent force in a
new millenniurn.5g Then again, a movement that stresses personal empowerment,
intimacy and love, yet is ‘doctrine-lite’ (but still with all the fin of New Wine),
tiovative md novel, may actually turn out to be a hi@y popular credo for a
third millennium. Many mainstream denominations, for the moment at least,
seem content to supplement their diets with the spice of enthusiastic, paranomal
and esoteric religion. As one Anglican charismatic Vicar explained to me
recently, they have not ‘sold out’ to the consuming fire of total revivalism - they
have just been ‘warmed in a gentle way’60 - Muenced, but not possessed.
Passion and enthusiasm may be dish of the day, but it is not the ody item on the
menu. For a Western world that is increasingly privatised and individualistic, a
postmodem, enthusiastically-driven religion may be the one that proves to be the
most poptiar in the next millennium: yet that is no guarantee of titimate
longevity. Enthusiastic religion is a fashion full of fads, a populist, culturally-
relative and relevant phenomena. We should learn to read the signs: the cr=e of
today is usually tommorrow’s footnote in the history of revivalism.

57London, Faber and Faber, 1994.
58For a tiler discussion, see A. Hastings, Robert Runcie, London, Mowbray,
1991, p.160.
59For a filler discussion, see my ‘City on a Beach’ in @ds T. Walters & S.
Hunt), Neo-Pentecostalism at the End of the Centu~, London, Macmillan, 1997.
60Private correspondence.
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Appendk

Fundamentalism

As a term, ‘tidarnentalism’ is arguably so broad and pejorative as to be akost
useless. Nevertheless, in connection with religion, the word still carries weight
as a signifier of attitude, temperament, doctrine and ideology. There is a great
deal of literature on the subject horn a variety of perspectives. James Barr,
Martin Marty, KaMeen Boone, Nancy Arnmermann, George Marsden and
Ernest Sandeen are continuous contributors to debates about its origin, direction
and ethos. Their critiques are broadly socio-theological, but extensive
psychological and anthropologoicd treatments are dso available. Three quick
introductions to the field are: Fundamentalism as an Ecumenical Challenge, Eds
H. Kung & J. Moltmm, Concilium, 1992/3, SCM Press; ‘Fundamentdism’ in
The Journal of Contemporary Religion, vol 10, nos 1 & 3.; and
‘Fundamentalism’, in The Blachell Encyclopaediu of Modem Christian
Thought, Oxford, 1993. Other religious and theological dictionaries or
encyclopedias are also instructive.

Hktory: k terms of Christianity, it is a recent movement, opposed to ‘the mixed
offerings of modernity’. It takes its name born The Fundamentals, a series of
pamptiets issued in the USA between 1910 and 1915: a world conference on
fundamentals was convened in Philadelphia in 1919, in reaction to liberally
inclined theology. k part, this precipitated the formation of the Southern Baptist
Convention. Its spiritual roots lie in revivalism, holiness movements,
nonconformity and an assortment of sectarian responses to the world. k terms of
more recent history, ‘tidamentalism’ has matured into a more comprehensive
@ostrnodem) response that fights on various fronts, often in a sophisticated way
(e.g., TV, radio, political lobbying, etc). Similarly, Islamic tidamentalism fights
against sectiarism, Western imperialisticolonialisation, social and economic
injustice, nominal Islam, ‘impure’ Islam, Zionistisrael and the Power of Non-
Muslim world.

Character: Martin Marty sees Fundmentdism ahnost entirely as a matter of
‘fighting’. He also notes how the ‘mindset’ is reliant on control and authori~,
echoing Boone, Barr, etc. ‘Diamond structure’: clarity, certainty, control &
CO1OW.How are we to defie and explain such a complex movement? Five
observations may be made:
1. ‘Backward-looking legitimisation’: inductive reasoning.
2. Didecticd - exists in opposition to something.
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3. A tendency, a habit of the heart or mind.
4. Transdenominationd, as well as sectarian. Disseminated.
5. ‘Culturd-linWistic’: believers offered a ‘sacred canopy’ under which to
shelter born the threats of modernity, pluralism, etc. A complete ‘world’ that can
be developed to take on other world-views.

h ttig about fundamentalism, it is important to remember that although
(allegedly) innerrant texts frequently play a pm, other ‘agents’ may operate just
as effectively as fidaments: a Pope or guru, a me of experience or even a
moral code can all fiction just as programaticdly.

Revivalism

If tidarnentdism can be seen as a reaction to modernity, tien it might be
reasonable to suppose that modern revivalism, sometimes called charismatic
renewal or neo-pentecostalism, is a reaction to postmodetity. That is to say,
experience has become the ground of ecclesial being. There are a number of
accessible treatments on revivalism: Meredith McGuire, Andrew Waker, and
David Martin are amongst the best.

Htito~: Christian revivals have existed stice the genesis of Christianity.
tiarily, they are a communal experience, centred on a sense of recovering of
some (lost?) aspect of pneumatology, or they are ‘holiness-driven’. However, in
the study of revivals, it is usually prudent to distinguish between pre and post-
Finney (i.e., his handbook of 1835). Prior to the nineteenth century, revivals
seem to have occurred ‘naturally’, even though they were nearly always
complimented by (or produced by?) massive social upheaval, such as agrarian
collapse leading to urbanisation, the context for Wesley, Edwards, etc. Post-
Finney revivals were more obviously ‘engineered’: tent crusades, rallies and
conferences, leading up to the ‘hi-tech’ sophistication of the ‘Toronto Blessing’.
The history of institutional revivalism in the West is transatlantic. Studies on
‘FaiWema Movements’, the House Church Movement, and chtismatic
renewal are becotig numerous.

The exception to this historical description is of course Pentecostalism.
Beginning with the ‘hsa Street Revival’ in L ~ Pentecostalism became a
denomination and a major force within global Christianity. Martin’s treatment of
Pentecostdism in South America (1990) charts the rapid rise of the movement
there. Estimates of numbers run from 100 to 400 million @obally, by the end of
the century. The transdenominational character of the movement has given rise
to movements as diverse as Spring Harvest and the Mother of God communities.
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Character: As with tidamentalism, issues of control, clarity, certainty and
colour are central. mat revivalists are especially concerned with is the
‘reification of divine power as a tangible sign that God is in their midst’. ~s
could be prophecy, miracles of healing or speaking in tongues, or a ‘signs and
wonders’ ministry. The reification is vital, since it is a counter power in a
postmodem age. An instructive way of looking at revivalism that works
sociologically, psychologically and theologically is to use the analogy of
‘circuits’ of power. hagine a circuit diagram: the agent as ‘infallible nodal
point’, a leader as ‘switctiinterpreter’, the battery as so~ce of power, a bulb as
‘power concentrated for a particular task’. The power flows through the circuit
inductively.

The future for revivalism looks increasin~y fiagrnented as the millennium
approaches. Sociological studies indicate tiat the volatile nature of charisma
makes institutionalisation unpredictable (e.g., the shifi between R1 and N
churches). EquWy, the attractiveness of the movement lies in its immediacy, and
in the guarantee of access to power. Some groups are becoming ‘comunitarian’
@opular in the 70’s), others millennarian, sectarian, esoteric or libertarian The
millennium itself will be an agent of change.

Biographical Note

The Revd Dr Martyn Percy is Chaplain and Director of Theology & Religious
Studies, Christ’s College, Cambridge University. He was educated at the
universities of Bristol, Durham and London, and his research interests lie in
contemporary religions, theology and ecclesiology. Words, Wonders and Power:
Understanding Contempora~ Christian Fundamentalism and Revivalism, an
accessible version of his doctoral work, was published by SPCK in 1996. A new
book on studying power in relation to contemporary Christianity is planned for
1998. He lives in Cambridge with his wife and two children.
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Professor Richard Robetis

Or{!er [III(1Org(l]lis[[tio}l:

Tile Fi[tltre of Ijlstitlltiojli[[ (Ijl[iEst[lb[islle[l Re[igiol~

Introduction

Futurology is a notoriously inexact science, and so an invitation to address the theme

of the fiture of institutional and established religion under the rubric of order and

organisation involves taking cefiain risks. A prophet would of course be permitted to

venture such a risk; but as a practitioner of the interdisciplinary cluster named

“religious studies”, I am obliged in this instance to take up a far more pragmatic

approach to a complex and many-sided problem. The terms of the undertaking:

“order”, “organisation”, “institution” and “Establishment”, are all patent of firther

detailed exploration into which we cannot enter here. Moreover, having never been an

ordained minister of the Church by law established in England, and having for the most

part lived and worked on the nothern peripheries of England and in Scotland, I do not

intend to address the fraught, but to my mind rather marginal issue of the actual

mechanics of Establishment. Neither have 1, unlike the immediately preceding Gresham

Divinity Lecturer Lecturer, Dr Martin Percy, pursued recent field research in English

parish churches; my own Christian experience has been in Scotland and my research

concerned with newly emergent types of religiosity, subsumable, perhaps, under the

all-embracing term “nature religion” 1.

\Vhat I can perhaps offer is an account, albeit provocative, of what Christian

churches in England, and not least the Church of England, are likely to become, given

present societal developments and their translation and uncritical implementation as

both policy and polity within the Church. I argue on the assumption that a critical

interpretation of the societal collusions of institutional and established religion is a

necessary corelate of its proper theological appraisal. Thus I shall maintain that the

1 See Joanne Pearson, Richard Roberts and Geoffrey Samuel (eds.)

(forthcoming), Natilre Religio~~ Today.
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marketisation2 and general embourgeoisernent of British society in late modernity and

under postmodernising conditions provides general socio-cultural parameters and

relevant anologies which in turn allow us to understand more filly the implications of

the Churctis assimilation of the managerial revolution. This is one important way of

seeing how a religious tradition which originates in pre-modernity, undergoes critique

and accommodation in modernity, may now operate in the “condition of

postmodernity”. On such a basis we could imagine a number of possible fitures for

institutional and established religion and these could imply different, even

incommensurable patterns of order and organisation, which might nonetheless co-exist

within the common framework provided by a shared finding base and by

Establishment.

In their recent book, S/rateg;c Chtlrch Lec/dersh;ps, Professors Robin Gill

(Advisor to the Archbishop of Canterbury) and Derek Burke (former Vice Chancellor

of the University of East Anglia at Norwich) have moved the process of the managerial

integration of the Church of England a step beyond the executive re-structuring

proposed by the Turnbull Report, Worki)lg as Orle BodyJ towards the implementation

of a system of quality audit and performance appraisal that invite, indeed will inevitably

reproduce within the Church, patterns of human abuse characteristic of society at

large. I contend that Gill and Burke’s representation of the managerial modernisation of

institutional and established religion as merely a value-free correction of inefficiency by

the implementation of “accountability” is seriously misleading, and that the adaptation

2 See special issue on Ecclesiolo~ a}]d the Clllillre of Matlagement, Modern

Theolo~, 9/4, October 1993.

3 Robin Gill and Derek Burke (1996), Strategic Chlirch Leadership, London:

SPCK.

4 Working as One Body, The Report of the Archbishop Commission on the

Organisation, London: Church House Publishing, 1995.
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Of the Church to the market model is not inherently unproblematic. Unless such

developments are matched by the enablement and entrenchment of a critical and

emancipator cultural practice, informed by an enhanced capacity to reflect not simply

upon the processes through which Christian self-identity may evolve, but also upon the

conditions of production of such a Gospel itself then the religious professionals at the

grass-roots of the Church will simply become the living tools of a top-down managerial

hierarchy. Even worse, such a take-over may terminally damage the churches’ capacity

to pefiorm in their own way vital religiozis tasks in the ever more controlled society in

which we live. It is at this juncture, that of enhancing ecclesial reflexivity and integral

cultural practices, where the Church theologian and the professional should exercise a

role not so much, as the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman might argue, as /legislators, but

as interpreters. If as, Gill and Burke propose, an outdated paradigm consisting in the

crass Taylorite style of management imposed by governmental fiat upon the

universities is simply transferred to the churches, then the consequences may well be

dire. Given, however, that the perceived right of management to manage consciousness

and identity is a fundamental characteristic of the late modernity in which we live, then

even to raise the question as to whether a professional employee might have some sort

of right to think and act - or even to possess retain personal identity - may well excite

strident resistance on the part of those who seek to orchestrate and conduct the music

of the soul of the nation.

So contextualised, institutional and established religion cannot be regarded as

somehow miraculously exempt from the influence of cultural transformations in society

at large. Above all, with a tradition which has valued its accommodator Erastianism

and a capacity to subsist in terms of a ~’ianledia between conflicting theological and

5 See my forthcoming atiicle, “The Bishop as Manager? - Some Observations on

the Turnbull Report”, in Andrew Walker and Lawrence Osborne (cd.), Harmfil

R-n, London: Mowbrays.
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societal alternatives (and a general avoidance of serious interrogative thought), we

have grounds to anticipate that, all things being equal, a shallow pattern of

accommodation will repeat itself. This brief critical analysis of the cultural politics of

contemporary English and indeed British religion is intended as a quiet warning. A

struggle for the fiture is now taking place; we still have time to pause and reflect. In

taking up a critical attitude towards the theologically-legitimated managerial

celebration of power ‘in British institutional and established religion proposed by both

Workng as One Body and Strategic Ch~\rch Leadership, I acknowledge the general

influence of my teacher, the late Professor Donald MacKinnon, together with his life-

long concern with the systemic abuse of ecclesiastical power which requires the

unrelenting “kenosis of estab1ishment”6. My paper is also inspired by the playright and

President of the Czech Republic, Vaclav Havel, whose essay, “The Power of the

Powerless” (1978), summarises with exemplary relevance a task which equally for

theologian and for all people of goodwill. In reality we face, Havel argued:

“The profound crisis of human identity brought on by living within a lie, a crisis

which in turn makes such a life possible, certainly possesses a moral dimension

6 I commented as follows some years ago on the prospects for Anglican

ecclesiology in “Lord, Bondsman and Churchman: Integrity, Identity and

Power in Anglicanism”, in Colin E.

One Being the Chl{rch: Essays oil

T. Clark:

Gunton and Daniel W. Hardy (eds.) (1989),

the Christia)l Conznztlnity, Edinburgh: T. &

..if the Christian Gospel has to do with freedom, love or grace then it has to do

with the affirmation of the other. Neither the traditional Anglican ecclesiology

with which we began nor the sophisticated rethinking of authority and, as

power, its unneurotic celebration in an ~glican Church of the fiture can, bY

any stretch of the intellectual imagination, be regarded as theologies of

liberation” (p. 223).
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as well; it appears, among other things, as a deep moral crisis in society. A

person who has been seduced by the consumer value system, whose identity is

dissolved in an amalgam of the accoutrements of mass civilization, and who has

no roots in the order of being, no sense of responsibility for anything higher

than his or her own personal survival, is a demoralized person. The system

depends on this demoralization, deepens it, is in fact a projection of it into

society. ,,7

What might it imply to be rooted in the order of being in today’s Britain? What might it

imply to retain a sense of responsibility to something higher thti individual personal

survival? Correspondingly, what should be the roots of institutional and established

religion in a de-traditionnlised, postmodern-tending, consumer society? We cannot

assume that some hidden power will miraculously preserved an immaculate Church

from collusion or seduction with the banalisation of life characteristic of mass

consumer society; yet we can at least question such assimilation.

We can, moreover, ask how we might be rernoraljzed afier the demoralization

that has, since 1979, stripped out all intrinsic virtues, ruthlessly converted use to

exchange values, commodified history as heritage, recast human identities as mere life-

style choice, drawn the management of crime and security into regimes of profitability,

and subsumed individual and professional responsibility into the command-obedience

relation of the Taylorite model of management in the vast array of newly-created low-

trust environments where professionalism is subverted and destroyed.

If institutional and established religion is not simply to collude in a future New

Erastianism, then its order a?ld orgar);satior? are matters of some importance. Will,

can, or, indeed, sho?{ld institutional and established religion seek to avoid the

reinforcement within the Church of a series of transformations in accordance with new

7 Vaclav Havel, Jan Vladislav (cd.) (1987), “The Power of the Powerless”,

Livirlg irl Trnth, London: Faber and Faber, p.62.
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and infinitely seductive patterns of compliance? Even more radically, should it resist

and challenge such aggregation?

The articulation of such questions might suggest an optimism that I do not

share, not least because of my experience in universities. Regardless, I still think it

worth trying to expose and expound some of the new cultural contradictions of

contemporary religion in the interests of a more open fiture. What I thus propose is

something of a “first theology” in an era in which the invisibility of structure of our

own social construction is a condition of the obedient performativity characteristic of

late modernity. Let us examine the imminent future of institutional and established

religion as it moulds itself to modern managerialism under postmodernising

conditions.

I Neo-Erastianisnl: a new Nlanagerial Order in the Church

The recent Turnbull Report, Working as One Body, addressed the matter of senior

executive control at, as it were board level in the Church of England. Now Professors

Robin Gill (Advisor to the Archbishop of Canterbury) and Derek Burke (former Vice

Chancellor of the University of East Anglia at Norwich) have in their recent book,

Strategic Chl[rch Leaders}]ip, move the process of integration a step further along the

path towards the managerial normalisation of the Church.

Gill and Burke argue that:

If ch~~rchleaders had looked to the modern l{ni~~ersiy or b~isiness worlds

during the same period of time, they might ha~~eseen how finajlces and

strategy co~ild ha~~ebeen managed more effectii~ely and accountably in a

similar period of change (Gill and Burke, their emphasis, pp. 12-13).

Taking the recent experience of British universities as a worthy example, and

the Book of Acts as their biblical mandate, Gill and Burke propose the revitalisation of

the Church through SWOT analysis of the analysis: strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities and threats, the owned mission statement and goal setting, strict
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quantificatory accountability, a comprehensive Audit culture, and so on. The proposed

mission statement for the churches (which closely follows the requirements of the

Turnbull Report) runs as followss:

fie central aim of the chzlrches in modern Britain is the comm~mal worship of

rriurly u vcs urlu

Burke, p. 48).

line with agreed

secret pockets”.

God in Christ thro~~gh the Spirit, teaching and rnoulding as -------- 1’..----->

structtlres as deeply as possible through this worship (G~ll and

Correspondingly, resource allocation should always be: “absolutely in

priorities; as fair as possible; open and accountable: there must be no

The total organisation requires complete transparency and the elimination of interstices

for the occurence of the unanticipated (and thus the unaccountable); consequently we

migh well wonder whether there is going to be room in the managed Church for the

still small voice of Gods grace that ba~es all quantification. In summa~ (and

question-begging) terms, Gill and Burke argue on the basis of an unargued

inclusiveness expressed through the use of collective personal pronouns that:

What does strategic leadership mean? Quite simply it means taking the change

that affects us all, and channeling it so that it takes us in the way we want to

go (Gill and Burke, pp. 12-13).

Thus in more general terms,

Strategic planning would treat the fostering of communal worship of God in

Christ through the Spirit as the chief priority of the churches. The extent to

which the churches lead more rather than fewer people to take part in such

worship could clearly be monitored. Naturally it would be important to keep a

carefil qualitative sheck on this worship and particularly on the (sometimes

fairly elusive) ways in which worship might teach and mould both individual

lives and structures. After the sad events that surrounded the bold liturgical

‘8 References to “the churches” rather than “the Church of England” are indicative

of Gill and Burke’s ambitions for all British churches.
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experiment, the hline O’Clock Service, at Shefield, this point hardly needs to

be stressed. Checks on outcomes - are the theme... (and) are an essential part

of a strategic process. Accountability is both a theological and an ethical

requirement (Gill and Burke, pp. 69-70).

Whilst we would not wish to deny the undoubted need for appropriate forms

of accountability, such responsibility should be the result of properly informed

negotiation and filly compatible with the inherent character of the task in hand. Such

negotiation will require a renewed understanding of the nature of professional agency

and the extension of human rights theory and practice into the sphere of psychological

g Setting aside Gill and Burke’s assumption that all parties areand spiritual identity .

automatically included in and endorsing the process of managerialisation through the

imputed and transgressive “we”, let us look in a little more detail at the consequences

of enforced change upon the formation of identity and the integrity of the individual.

Gill and Burke argue that:

The changing world calls for a new style of leadership - but one that is rather

closer to that of .4cts than is the consensus style of leadership which still

predominates in British churches (Gill and Burke, pp. 74).

In classic Taylorian terms, Gill and Burke handed over imagination, thought, agency

and control to management:

On this new understanding, church leaders would be free to provide and foster

vision - theological, moral and strategic - and to enable this vision to be

realized by the whole church. It would be their job as strategic leaders to think,

9 See R. H. Roberts study of the instrumental use of spiritual techniques in

management training in “Power and Empowerment: New Age Managers and

the Dialectics of Modernitymostmodernity”, in R. H. Robetis (cd.), R-a

and the Transformations of Cap italism: Com?a rative A?p OaCr hes (London:

Routledge, 1995), pp. 180-98.
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plan prayerfully, to coax, to monitor, to help others to learn, and, above all, to

identifi and enhance opportunities for qualitative and quantitative growth and

to be firm about subsidized projects projects that do not promote growth. Only

by carefully monitoring outcomes, both quantitatively and qualitatively, would

they be able to do their job effectively (Gill and Burke, p. 86)10.

10 Taylor wrote that:

Under the old type of management, success depends almost entirely upon

getting the ‘initiati\’e’ of the workman, and it is indeed a rare case in which this

initiative is really itttained. Under scientific management the ‘initiative’ of the

workmen (that is their hard work, their goodwill and their ingenuity) is

obtained with absolute uniformity and to a greater extent than is possible under

the old system; and in addition to this improvement on the pan of the men, the

managers assume new burdens, new duties and responsibilities never dreamed

of in the past. The managers assume for instance, the burden of gathering

together of the traditional knowledge which in the past has been possessed by

the workman and then of classi@ing, tabulating and reducing this knowledge to

rules, laws and formulae which are immensely helpfil to the workman in doing

their daily work. Frederick W. Taylor, ‘The Principles of Scientific

Management’ in fiientific Mana-emenu ?t Harper, 1947. (First published 1911.).

In Victor H. Vroom and Edward L. Deci, Management and Motivat oni

Selected Readings, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970, 1992), p. 357. As Peter

Drucker has recently observed, it only now that the fill application of Taylor’s

ideas to intellectual production has become possible. Gill and Burke show that

ther are yet firther opportunities for their implementation in organised religion

and the spiritual life.
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According to Gill and Burke, it is necessary to move from consensus leadership and

incremental budgeting to a strategic, vision-led and “owned” style. In justification they

cite (very selectively) the management guru Peter Senge:

The new view of leadership in learning organizations centers on subtler and

more important task. In a learning organizations, leaders are designers,

stewards and teachers. they are responsible for building organizations where

people continually expand their capabilities to understand complexity, clari~

vision, and improve shared mental models - that is they are responsible for

learningl 1.

This allusion is, however, misleading and merely decorative, for such emancipation and

empowerment is not what has been imposed in the universities, nor is it what is in

reality envisaged for the churches. The problem of managerial assimilation is rather

more complex and problematic than Gill and Burke allow: both the older universities

and institutional and established churches share many features in a common past, above

all a pyramidal structure of control inherited from a pre-modern, medieval era which

militates against the non-oppressive and non-transgressive implementation of the

somewhat implausible discourse of employee “ownership” of the “vision” generated by

management leaders.

Burke and Gill concede that for those who identifi too closely with their roles

as employees, the process of managing the change that they claim “we” all want may

have catastrophic outcomes; but the fiture does not lie with such inflexible employees.

The Book of Acts provides exemplary parameters as to the degree of resolution that

genuinely effective management may require, hence the instructive character of the

example of Ananias and Sapphira (they are both struck down dead for the concealment

11 The Fl~th Discipli?)e: the Arl and Practice of the Leorning Conlpany, Century

Business 1992, p. 340.
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of fraud) 12. This might in effect seem to imply that strategic leadership (i.e. effective

managers) must feel empowered to press ahead with change regardless of personal

consequences, for the end (performance and viability) justifies the means (an audit

culture). Such a radicalisation and application of the managerial model is be curiously

reminiscent of Lenin, who once famously obsewed that there can be no omelette

without breaking eggs.

The Gill~urke proposals in

universities. Whilst certain academics

reality may go well beyond the experience of

may preserve an anachronistic yet still compelling

sense of vocation (and consequent internalisation of professional identity) their number

might well be limited; they may in large measure be readily induced to accept the

shallow, mutable identity of mere “life-style choice” (Anthony Giddens). By contrast,

the Church has traditionally assumed vocational motivation as the necessary condition

of its ministry, so the “death” on the level of priesthood of a relatively autonomous

professional (and inescapably personal) identity may be more frequently required.

Doubtless some Christian professionals may gain comfort from the scriptural precedent

of Ananias and Sapphira in the Book of Acts which strangely legitimates Gill and

Burke’s radical approach to the promotion of change. The implications of this kind of

approach to the control of organisations are noted with characteristic insight by the

French cultural theorist, Jean Francois Lyotard:

Whenever efficiency (that is, obtaining the desired effect) is derived from a

“Say or do this, or else you’ll never speak again, ” then we are in the realm of

terror, and the social bond is destroy ed13.

12 Acts 5, 1-11. No-one who had ever heard Donald MacKinnon expound the

problematic character of this passage could possible regard the use of it as

implying approval of a particular mode of Church management as anything

other than dubious in the extreme.

13 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), From Modertliy to Postmoderilisrn:
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A complex, almost silent and largely unaccountable process of cot?strtlctive

d;sntissal may well take place in the churches, as is happening both in the universities

and in other sectors of society where many thousands of experienced staff fade

exhausted and disillusioned into premature retirement, deprived of making their mature

contribution to the vital processes of education, care and socialisation in a demoralized

nation. For the Church, the result could be the equivalent of the expulsion of the Non-

Jurors, or even perhaps (as Lord Conrad Russell has argued as with regard to

universities), a psychic disruption unmatched since the suppression of the monasteries.

The implementation of the customer-provider principle in churches as in the

universities the elimination of the “.. thoughtless use of subsidy” (Gill and Burke, p.

17), and the setting in place of the “owned”, enforceable mission statement provide the

framework for the introduction of a quantifiable audit culture(Gill and Burke, p. 43).

This emphasis in, the mission statement upon “teaching and moulding” implies a top-

down mechanism for impressing worshipers; an image of the machine press stamping

sheets of plain steel comes to mind. This is a mission statement that legitimates a

power-play of performativity; yet in reality it implies a formal mechanistic approach

that invites the enactment of the spiritual equivalent of cloning.

Such a system might be tolerable if it left the identity of the priest (or

academic) to the soul and to God. Such a freedom is not envisaged; as with the

imposition of “graduateness” in the universities, so in the churches consistency will

require measurable attributes of similarity in both producer and product. “Total quality

management” is a total and a totalising system: it requires the willed conformity of

mind and soul. Thus, Gill and Burke advance their reform agenda:

However difficult it is to write clear, unambiguous criteria for such

professionals as university lecturers or parish priests, it does need to be done

(Gill and Burke, p. 84).

Ailtholo~, Oxford: Blackwell, p. 498).
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Those familiar, like some of my students, with working at McDonalds, or who have

experience with certain forms of health semice training, and the newly arrived

“graduateness”14 will know that we are not simply talking about values, principles or

an ethos, but about the conscious formulation of psycho-behavioural profiles, that is

conformity to defined human templates which must be scrupulously reproduced

through training enforced by imposition of comprehensive “Quality circles”. This is a

managerial vision of order, regularity and predictability to be gained by the psycho-

behavioural equivalent of cloning. Thus as graduates will have to conform to a given

disciplinary template marked according (as things now stand) to eight criteria

(including psycho-motor skills), so, if (Gill and Burke are serious in their intent) priests

should exhibit “priestess”, and Christians “Christianness” in accordance with the

relevant agreed templates. Quality audit will ensure that the quantity and “quality” of

individuals so produced will be satisfactory and represent value for money. Whether, as

has been the case in some universities, the Church will opt for the implementation of

British Standard 5750 and 1S0 9000 in the production of Christians units is not yet

clear; yet again, consistency on Gill and Burke’s part would require it. This might seem

ludicrous, were it not for the proud implementation of British Standards and 1S0’s in

some areas of higher education which provide the model for Gill and Burke’s reform.

Ay individual of genuine integrity will know that the performative appraisal of

provider/customer relationships in health and education, never mind religion, inevitab~

creates a troubling tension in professionals who retain some sense of relative autonomy

and a personal responsibility to their patients and clients. They will exist between the

tactics required to increase productive “score” and the human integrity which requires

14 In universities, “graduateness” (the objective,

each graduate in any given discipline with a

quantifiable correspondence of

pre-determined eight category

psycho-behavioural template) will ensure uniform “quality” in the value-added

to unit outcomes (i.e. what used to be called “students”).
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that we treat human beings as sentient, thinking creatures, and as moral agents; in

other words the latter implies that we shouid address human beings as ends in

themselves, and not simply as means of self- or organisational maximisation. Thus one

may encounter both the ruthless academic and the priest who are an expert scorers,

paragons of performance, but who are not, in Havel’s language rooted in being. On a

more banal level, academics and priests can act like the policeman who rather than

tackle serious crime will lurk at a tricky road junction and painlessly fill out a quota of

charges and convictions.

Such visions of the present of the university and the intimated fiture of the

Church are deeply questionable: there should be something better. At the very least, in

the language of Emmanuel Levinas, human beings are to be encountered as Jaces and

as the “Others” who demand our ultimate attention.

n Religion and the “postrnodern condition”

What is proposed for the churches and the Church of England by Professor Gill and

Burke may seem eccentric to those unacquainted with the rigours of the managerial

revolution. For those who have undergone the reconfiguration of their identities

opinions will vary as to the legitimacy of scheme outlined in Strategic Chl/rch

Leadership. Interestingly, however, the strategy Gill and Burke propose corresponds

with wider arguments about cultural change. When we draw upon the conceptual

framework of the modertipostmodern problematic, parallels may be articulated which

justifi our claim that the Gill and Burke’s plan envisages a questionable Erastian

accommodation to contemporary social conditions. It is ofien thought (in rather

supetilcial terms) that the so-called “postmodern condition” proposes the universal

necessity of identity-formation in a cultural marketplace of opportunities, where

participant selves compete on basically equal terms, having lost their traditional

foundations. It is possible to argue, not least on the basis of the prescient ideas of a

founding father of the “postmodern condition” himself, Jean-Francois Lyotard, that for
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those who are not members of the mutually self-afflrmatory cohorts of the managerial

elite, this “condition” affords a far darker prospect than might superficially appear to be

the case.

According to Lyotard in his famous

proof’ is emphasised in a society dominated

“Report on Knowledge”, the “need for

by scientific knowledge which “replaces

traditional knowledge or

familiar with the ensuing

theology lost its central

knowledge based on revelation” lj. Many of may us may be

consequences for theology of this secularizing displacement:

integrative role as provider of the ideas and practices that

helped maintain a pre-modern social order. What, however, it is important to recognise

is that Lyotard uses the term “modern” to

“designate any science that legitimates itself with reference to a metadiscourse

of this kind making an explicit appeal to

dialectics of Spirit, the hermeneutics of

some grand narrative, such as the

meaning, the emancipation of the

rational or working subject, or the creation of wealth” 16

In other words, moder~li~ provides rival comprehensive ways of thinking, speaking,

writing and doing wh~ch are examples of which are the Hegelian option and Protestant

theology, interpretative sociology, Enlightenment rationality, Marxism and capitalism

itself. Thus modernity confronts pre-modernity as rival narrative accounts of the

human condition. By contrast, Lyotard famously defines “postmodern” as,

incredulity toward metanarratives. This incredulity is undoubtedly a product of

progress in the sciences: but that progress in turn presupposes it. To the

obsolescence of the metanarrative apparatus of legitimation corresponds, most

notably, the crisis of metaphysical philosophy and of the university institution

which in the past relied on it. The

great hero, its great dangers, its

narrative finction is losing its finctors, its

great voyages, its great goal. It is being

, p. 496.15 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.),

16 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), p. 482.
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dispersed in cloucls of language narrative elements - narrative, but also

denotative, prescriptive, descriptive, and so on. Conveyed within each cloud

are pragmatic valencies specific to its kind. Each of lives at the intersection of

many of these. However, we do not necessarily establish stable language

combinations, and the properties of the ones we do establish are not necessarily

communicable17.

Thus instead of addressing and understanding the human condition in terms of the

meaning of any given metanarrative, it is the search for, and combination of fragments

itself that become the meaning of life. The pre-modern and modern means of social

integration through comprehensive narrative collapse into a chaotic free market of

fragments. Perceived negatively, identity is sought in a kind of societal car-boot sale in

which the cast-offs of pre-modernity and modernity emerge into a universal black

economy of meaning in which no one has any ancestral right to domination on the basis

of received authority in the religious, educational or political spheres.

As regards institutional and established religion, this implies that the assertion

of at(thori~ is outmoded; it is thus unsurprising to find churches which are losing this

form of legitimation now turn to power and performati~~;y as an alternative means of

retaining their influence. This does not mean, however, that the search for identity that

appears to succeed the metanarrative confrontation of pre-modernity and modernity is

to be understood simply as an individual quest freed from structural constraints; this

would be intolerably naive and misleading. What we observe is a transition from the

assertion of a~(thori~ to the exercise of power, above all mat~clgerial, rather than overt

coercive power. This new societal constellation of the “postmodern condition”

disposes of all authority based in residual ancestral legitimation and replaces it with

universal perforrnativity. Ml providers (or producers and receivers (or customers are

participants in a process which is transgressive of all antecedent boundaries laid down

17 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), p. 482.
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by custom and tradition, and infringes the question

in being itself.

“Postmodernity” reaches those parts of

of basic meaning, that is rootedness

the human condition which pre-

modernity and modernity left private;

cannot somewhere prove its utility in

rlothi}lg, I repeat ~lothirlg is so sacred that it

a market-place. For academic and priests the

public private distinction scarcely exists. Lyotard puts this in the following terms which

apply directly not only to technology but more widely in cultural systems. Indeed life

itself can be said to be:

a game pertaining not to the true, the just, or the beautifil,

efficiency: a technical “move” is “good” when it does better and/or

energy than anotherls.

etc., but to

expends less

Such an efficiency criterion is part of an overall perspective in which an ambiguous

unresolved interpenetration between po}ver and enlpo}i~er)~fellt is central and

determinative. Lyotard envisions science in these terms; but our point is that since the

publication of Lyotard’s text in 1971 much has changed, with the result that the the

performativity of which he speaks has ceased to be the prerogative of a narrow band of

social agents and become a universal feature of late modernity, of which the so-called

“postmodern condition” is an aspect. Thus according to Lyotard:

legitimation by po]ver takes shape. Power is not only good performativity, but

also verification and good verdicts. It legitimates science and the law on the

basis of their efficiency, and legitimates this efficiency on the basis of science

and law. It is self-legimitating, in the same way a system organized around

performance maximisation seems to be19.

Legitimation through performance does not permit former patterns of

legitimation survive unless they too adapt themselves to apposite patterns of

18 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), p. 495.

19 J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), p. 498.
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performativity and commodification. An obvious example of this is the transformation

of historic buildings into “heritage” and the global colnnlodification and marketing of

certain kinds of cultural identity. Why, in the context of this scenario, should

institutional and established religion not undergo “reform” and be improved?20 In

other words, if we accept that the managerial revolution and performativity

enhancement has been applied to indust~, commerce, health, social welfare provision,

and education at all levels, then why should not this great transformation also take

place in order likewise to renew institutional and established religion? Is there anything

to be lost? Fortunately, we do not have to abandon ourselves to pure speculation at

this juncture as the proposals presently under consideration envisage the rational

managerialisation and performative transformation ofl not least, the Church of

England. Bishop Turnbull’s report Working as One Body was the first step; as we have

seen, the second is now provided by Professors Robin Gill and Derek Burke in

Strategic Chl{rch Leadership. These two texts are instruction manuals for the

conscious transition from alithori~ to managerial po}~~erexercised in the interests of

directedperformativiy in a way which can be seen to conform to the postmodernising

transformation of late modernity. Neither authority so conceived, nor power so

exercised, correspond with the religious requirements of today.

m A Safeway Gospel? - Some Questions

Working as One Body and Strategic Leadership in the Chllrch propose a vision of

institutional and established religion which relies on theology at two levels. For a very

general justification and sanctification of their proposals, both Working as One Body

20 The samequestionarose at the end of the eighteenthcentury once the wider

implications of the “improvement” of agriculture began to be understood. The

serial “reform” of all areas of society within the reach of government is the

analogue of such “improvement”.
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and Strategic Leadership it) the Ch[irch make a general appeal to theology; but this

may well seem a nominal, even decorative effort selectively drawn from scripture and

tradition. Such legitimation is of marginal significance in comparison with the

substantive use that Gill and Burke make of the Book of Acts which becomes a

template for a mode of Church management harnessed to the culture of pefiormativity.

Gill and Burke offer an unashamedly suburban, embourgeoised and consumerism

Church. Their apparent denial is in reality a Newspeak affirmation:

Churches are not tilling stations, all selling much the same product, yet with

some stations outselling others. In churches, as indeed in universities,

outcomes are rightly assessed in qualitative as well as in quantitative terms. For

both churches and universities, quantity without quality, although it might

supetilcially seem exciting, is actually worthless. At the same time, quality

without quantity can be extremely depressing. However rich in quality, a

church or university which attracts a decreasing number of people decade by

decade, for over one hundred years has problems (Gill and Burke, p. 81).

Despite their attempt to represent “quality” as differentiation, Gtll and Burke

envisage the equivalent of a supermarket gospel, a cultural universe of providers and

receivers all too compatible with highly conservative theologies, whether Evangelical

or Catholic. In both these strands of the Latin Western Christian tradition, obediential

reception and relative conformity are in order. Sociologically, the managerialisation of

the Church involves both the social production of the Gospel in terms of a pervasive

“McDonaldisation”21 (G. Ntzer) well suited to the now dominant forces in the Church

of England. These changes are congruent with the triumphal progress of the global

“managerialism” that succeeds capitalism, socialism and democracy22. Whether,

21 G. Mtzer ( 1993), lhe McDotlaldizatio)~ of Society, London: Sage.

22 W. F. Enteman (1993), Mat~agerialisnl: The Enlerge}lce of a New ldeolo~,

Madison, Wise.: University of Wisconsin press.
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however, this new “Safeway Gospel” (a product subject to strict quality control and

utterly predictable) can match the religious appetites of more than a minority of

consumers is doubtful. Religious consumers live in a dynamic if not wholly free

religious market-place. Unlike universities (which are now directed within a quasi-

sovietic, centrally-directed pseudo-market of centrally-determined production quotas),

British religion and the churches are still free to compete for customers; the fiture

therefore holds open the possibility that religious entrepreneurs (and theologians) may ‘

exercise their agency and risk the re-enactment of the charismatic finction in an

variegated religious arena

The Gill and Burke vision of the fiture Church poses some very basic

questions. Could, for example, the Fourth Gospel or the Gospel of Mark sustain their

account of Church leadership? Would the Paul of 11 Corinthians fit well into this

managerial scheme? Even more fundamental is the question as to whether the strategic

managerial mode as expounded by Gill and Burke reinforces or subverts whatever it

might be that the Christian faith might be about. In other words, can the the imposition

of “strategic leadership” and thus admission of managerialism take place without

affecting the substance oft he faith?

Iv Roots in the Order of Being?: Futures for Institutional and Established

Religion?

It is not insignificant that Professors Gill and Burke make only one passing reference to

the context or “market” of religious opportunities (Gill and Burke, p. 47). These policy

proposals may well serve to insulate the churches from the task of interpretation which

should pertain to real changes in the “market-place” of religious opportunities. The

mission statement is concerned with the efficiency of worship as a generator of

quantitative (and qualitative) returns in terms of unit customer response (i.e. through

teaching and moulding). The problematic theological terms in the Mission Statement

are, however, seemingly ul]touched by a range of issues relating to major socio-cultural
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change: for example, a patriarchal divinity, feminism, environmental ethics, and the

proliferation of the individual spiritual search. In short, bare performativity becomes

the single, exclusive criterion which obviates any need to pose the question as to what

it is that Christianity in the final analysis is all about.

The continuing revolution from above in the universities has created a kitsch

educational experience for the masses23; correspondingly, Gill and Burke are in

imminent dnager of providing the Church with an equivalent theology, a spurious

assimilation of religion into the consumerism mode of provider and customer. This

“bearable lightness of being” requires religious professionals to accept and ingest the

shallow rootlessness of identities which may be reinscribed in accordance with the

vagiaries of those invested with the “right to manage”. In this barren future a banal

repetition becomes the order of the day:

Plans are set, tested, monitored, reviewed, adapted, set again, tested,

monitored adapted, set... and so on indefinitely. Strategic leaders need to keep

this process moving (Gill and Burke, p. 82).

Perhaps, on reflection, Christianity is too complex and compromised a religion

to survive as a benign power in the globalised, consumerism world order of later

modernity. Whilst T. S. Eliot argued for the continued significance of a clerisy as the

necessary condition of the continuation of Christian identity; by contrast, perhaps the

time has now come for the church to divest itself of its inner complexity and relinquish

its depth. Given the confised syncretic past history of Christianity, it is perhaps timely

that a model of the church understood in terms of a quasi-Islamic pattern of submission

to the moulding of worship is now in order. Such a church would be efficiel?t as the

world construes the cost-benefit driven appraisal of the performance of providers and

23 See R.H. Roberts, “The End of the University and the Last Academic?” in w

Jou rnal of Christim Ethics (forthcoming).
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the response of customers. Shorn thus of its capacity for a profound. self-critical

reflexivity such a Chriatinity and a Church would merely live out its inherited vices.

In British universities (outside strictly delimited elite institutions) there is now

taking place the progressive elimination of what Dietrich Bonhoeffer called the

“sovereign rights of the mind”. Gill and Burke afford the opportunity for the churches

to replicate this pattern of managerial integration on the level of the soul. Such an

assimilation would remove one of one of the few remaining public spaces for the

experience of life-transforming self-transcendence. Fortunately, the migration of

religion and religiosity in contemporary culture means that there is no residual spiritual

monopoly that can be captured and marketed in the Christian churches. Human beings

will follow that pattern of migration and respond wherever they encounter life-

transforming possibilities. If the churches buy into the consumer culture in the way

proposed by Gill and Burke then they risk the correlative consequence - if what one

buys does not work, then one scraps it.

In the final analysis, what Gill and Burke offer the Church of England (and

whatoever other church that might follow their lead) is a high risk strategy, for there is

evidence that for many people institutional and established religion of the Christian

kind does not “work” for a range of very good, but profoundly alarming reasons.

There are alternatives to institutional and established religion and social reality does

not stand still. At an earlier time in the eighteenth century, for example, when the

Church of England compromised its principles and did almost anything that might be

required to retain its privileges, the major response was the appearance of Methodism

as a supremely practical and individualised religion. Now, however, there is little

evidence to support any hope that the Zeitgeist will promote a Christian fiture

alternative to a compromised institutional and established religion that

from the poisoned well of managerialism.

In the so-called “postmodern condition” human beings

opportunities. In Lyotard’s words:

drinks deepiy

have limited
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We no longer have recourse to the grand narratives - we can resort neither to

the dialectic of Spirit nor even to the emancipation of humanity as a validation

for postmodern discourse. But we as we have just seen, the little narrative

remai)ls the q~~intessential form of imaginative invention, most particularly in

science (my emphasis)24

Ml we have now have available to us are these “little narratives”, which

“remain the quintessential form of human invention”. The exercise of religious

imagination is not of course a Christian prerogative. In a competitative religious

market-place there is much that can rival the well-worn and problematic offerings of

institutional and established religion in the theatre of human spiritual opportunities.

Whether, and in what ways, institutional and established religion can and should

respond to this challenge is to my mind an open question. One fiture is to march afier

the banners of executive control and managerialism unfurled within the Church by

Bishop Turnbull and Professors Gill and Gill, respectively. They have extended into the

Church all the potential for the systemic psycho-social abuse of women, men and

communities to be found in a contempora~ Britain invaded and colonised by

managerialism. This loss of the residual arena for grace and self-transcendence will

contribute to the completion of the slavery of mind and spirit. Other fitures for the

Church are possible, but they will require the exercise of religious imagination,

prophetic separation - and charismatic intervention. The soul of the Church, that is to

say the life-dedication of many well-meaning individuals, is being sold out to a

questionable, even (and I use this word advisedly) a pernicious paradigm. There will be

much suffering, and the shipwreck and loss of many a Christian vocation unless this

evil is seen for what it is: a dubious last resort of those who seek to cling to power in

the face of the unexamined evacuation and redundancy of meaning experienced by the

Christian West at the end of the twentieth century. This is the practice of the

unrootedness of being - it must be challenged!

24 (J.-Fr. Lyotard, in L. Cahoone (cd.), p. 499).
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Is there Salvation Itide the Church? (Gresharn Lecture,
March 17th 19971
by Mary Grev.

Introduction

My titie, deliberately provocative, recaUs an age-old tension in the

context of a new one. The ancient conviction- No Sti~on outside the

Church , etia ecclesim, nulh sdus- found its first negative fomtition

with the Mexandrian Church Father Origen.s harsh words:-

Let no one persuade or deceive himseU; outside tiis house,
that is outside the Church, no one wi~ be saved; for if someone
leaves, he himse~ is guilty of death-l

This message, fortunately, has long been dropped from the Church’s

mission or procl~ation of the gospel. But I have turned the sWtement on

its head, in the face of today. s massive tienation from the Churches - at

least, most of the so-cWed mainstrem Christian Churches in Britain, (in

other parts of the world, there is a different picture)- in the face of the

emDirical fact of fa~ng numbers - a fact which the newspapers love to

depress us with every Sunday morning! - and in the face of the deep

sense of mahise, alienation and embitteredness, on a psychological and

sDiritud level, which is causing a steady exodus for a varie~ of reasons. k

the context of au of this, I ask 1s there Sdu~on inside the Church?.

My hunch is, that it is the very success of the creeping

conviction tiat we are a sectiar society, where retigion has Mttie voice

1. Origen, In Jew Nave 3,5;PG 11, 841. Still earlier citatiom are found in Ignatius of

ktioch A~v.Haereses. III, 24,1; PG 7,966; Clement of Mandria, P&&go~s 1,6; PG 8,281. For
a more etiended discussion of the histo~ of this belief, see Hans Kung, me ~urch, (London and
Tunbridge Wells, Search Press, 1968), pp.3 13-319.
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except to be called upon to provide some ideological rnorat~~bre from

time to time, which is creating the context of apathy, death of the

prophetic imagination, and the pressing invitation to the churches to

commit a co~ective suicide: and it is this death of the prophetic

imagination, death of vision, death of prophetic role of the Churches that

I want to cha~enge. I wi~ ask in what ways our contemporary experience

co~d possibly have warranted turning this statement on its head; and in

what way the statement that there is stiation tithin the Churches cotid

be uttered with integrity, prophetica~y, so that from the ashes of despair

and Wenation, new sparks of hope are kin~ed.
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2. No turning back ....

Next, I want to show how, like the song puts it, in any case there can be

no turning bmk to reclaim a socie~ and world view long

transformed. One of tie great problems of a postmodern socie~ -Church

and state afike- is how to deal with the past. N too readily have we

swa~owed the lesson of postiodernism that the grand universtist - and

colonialist - story which the western world imposed upon the conquered

nations, has to go, Truth, so we are told, is partial and contextu~. But we

also have a deeper intuition at a psychologic~ and anthropologic~ level

that we- in our personal and community experience - are deeply

influenced by the past and our shared community memories. It is the

search for a ustile ~t,2 which is so crucial - the need to communicate

and dialogue with each other across our differences of race, ctiture,

history and economic divisions which characterize so much of the

current struggle and misunderstanding over the authority of tiadition.

So, whereas it may have been intelligible in the face of the barbaric

invasions, pagan idok~ witi its sexual perversions, and in Augustine-s

case, the struggle against heresy and schism - inte~gible but perhaps not

excus@le- to assert no stition outside tie Church - it is now an

intolerable statement, and in the Roman tithotic Church for one, was

offici~y moved away from, and the violence and violation it caused

repented of, in the teaching of tie Second Vatican Council with its

commitment both to ecumenism, anti-racism and interfaith dialogue. 3

2. The phrase is originally that of the USA feminist theologian, Letty Russell.

3. See ~e Constitution on dle Gur&, (Lumen Gentium); ~le ~ur& in the Mo&m WorU,

(Gaudium et Spes), Nostra Aetate, in Domments @the Semn~iVatican Countil, Austin Flannery cd.,
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But there. s no turning back in another sense. The statement

is uttered now at a time when there is a crisis of language - certainly of

retigious language. We have lost even the &em of a common lmguage

a common bguage for the dream: 4words fike salvation, redemption,

grace and sin have meaning for sma~ groups of people in a worship

context- and even then, a diversi~ of meaning- (Jesus s~es- but not on

my s-- is the way this has been mocked) - md a rnetaphoficd

meaning for the vast majori~ of people:

The sti~on of tiis company, bank, government ties in higher
interest rates;

You have five minutes @me to leave the carpark, tie building ....

are only two examples of the mebphofid reductionism of retigious

language: at the same time the language of sinftiess has been replaced

the discourse of mistakes, translated into deficiencies of diet, and a

multitude of sociti deprivations. (1.m not denying the importance of

these- simply commenting that we lack a commonly-owned language of

accountability, except in terms of profitability in respect of shareholders).

But the third area of the search for a usable past is the

question of where the boundary ties:- tio is in md tio is out of this

thing ca~ed Church? For the disciple of Augustine, Fulgentius, it was vew

clear:

Of this you can be certain and convinced beyond any doubt not
only pagans but also W Jews, afl heretics and schismatic, who
die outside the present Gthotic Church, wi~ go into everlasting

4. The phrase is from Adrienne Rch, ~e Dream #a Common Lan~age, (New York,

W.&W, Norton, 1978).
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fire which has been prepared for the devil and au his angels. 5

Not only is this statement reprehensible for its appalling cruelty to

anyone other to the Christian faith, but it also glosses over the fact that

Jesus in his own minis~ was much less carefti about boundaries than

any of his fo~owers ! He continua~y horrified those around him by

addressing, ministering and heating tiose on the margins or outside

them- the Samaritan woman, the Syro-Phoenician woman, the lepers, the

demonictiy possessed, the tax collectors, the prostitutes, and even the

reman centurion. It is a picture evocatively - and probably unhistoric~y

depicted by Franco Zefirelti in his fikn Brother Sun, Sister Moon: the

occasion is Sunday High Mass witiin the great Duomo of Assisi. The

bishop and au the clergy are there, vested, jewe~ed -but the Church is

emp~ mere are the people? Beyond the WWS -down in the v~ey with

Francis and Clare, the sheep, the goats and tie hens - and of course, the

guitars! It is at least posible, as the Scripture scholar Francis Moloney

writes, that the Eucharist even in its origins, was a Bo@ broken for a

Broken people, 6that there was something at the core of the beginnings

of ecclesi~ cornmuni@ far more about inclu~ng tian excluding. I am

haunted by the words of T.S~fiot,

Pray for the children at the gate
Wo cannot pray -but who wi~ not go away?

when I think of a generation of young people ~enated from the Church.

5. Fdgent it~ of Rmpe, De Fide, ad Pe~m 38,79; PL 65,704. Cited in I<wg, op tit.,,

p.314.

6. Francis Moloney, A Body Brokenfor a Broken People,(D OVL Pwk\imhoh5
)

7. T. S.Eliot,
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So, where does one go for an image of inclusive church? I think of the

new movement which is springing up in many countries, asserting that,

despite afl embitteredness and alienation, We me Church g. I think of the

inspiration of the global Women Church movemenb - not as Exodus, not

as ~temative Church but as inclusive spae, open yet bounded - which is

the image used by the US Bibticd Etizabeth Schfissler Fiorenza.

Boundedness is significant in identifying commonly held goals,

commitments and values - what we are for and what we are against. But

the emphasis of this image is on reaching out across boundaries to those

of other faiths and those of no faith. To do this a new vision of Church

needs to be born, one which can generate new meanings, new words for

inclusive community and deal with the fact that even the word itse~

Church carries harsh messages for many people today.

8. See ~e Tablet, March21st and 28th, 1997.

9. See Rosema~ Ruether, Wown Our&, (San Francisco, Ha~er and Row, 1986).
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3. Lord, to whom shd we go?

Let me probe deeper. men the first disciples found the Eucharistic

teaching of Jesus diffic~t- in fact, a stumbting block as he appeared to be

advocating cannibalism! (John6) - they nonetheless stuck with him,

befieving fiat “you have the words of eternal fife”(John 6. )~at has

happened ? my doen.t this operate toda~ men the severe word comes

and in the Roman Cathofic Church, for many befievers this has meant is

no contrmeption, obtigtiory cetib~y, no or~n~on of ~rnen~ silent

submission - the reaction is now very different. It is not the discipline

itse~ which is the stumbting block. It goes much deeper tian that. It is

both the loss of confidence, a deep sense of betrayal and shame at the

corruption scand~s, the examples of clergy abuse of smafl children; it is

the scandal of misuse of money, wealthy fife-styles, the treatment of

women and of the gay community, the silence to violence against women;

and it is the alienation produced by the autocratic style of government

and authority which ignores or trivialises movements initiated by laity,

paying at the most up-service to the authority of grass-roots movements.

There is at the moment, a profound and widespread sense of sorrow-

which goes tider than the RC Church - that a Roman &thotic priest and

liberation theologian Uke Tissa B*stiw of Sri La*a - after a Ufetirne of

work for justice for tie poor in Sri Lanka - shotid now be cut off from

communion, excommunicated.

Secondly - and I now cast the net wider - there is a

conviction that, as the Liberation theologian Leonardo Boff has written,

The present crisis of the Church and of the major re~gions
is essentia~y due to an agonising deprivation: the tik of my
profound eqerience of God. To be sure, in their remote comer
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of Planet Earth some believers have taken up the anguished
protest of the dispossessed. They now follow a new path, tiat
leading to the liberation of modern slaves ....9

The hck of any profound experience of ~d - this is just about the

saddest manifestion of our current age. To remedy this - in this culture

of competitive individualism - we see a mushrooming of privatistic, seH-

indulgent spiritualities, scarcely worthy of the rime. Stition in the

~ 1ca~ it. ~ornatherapy, aqua - aerobics, massage, - these can be

worthy activities in pursuit of he~th: but they can dso be functioning as

alternative spirituality - tike drug-induced ecstasies, taking refuge in

cultic behaviour - these can be desperate attempts to grasp hold of the

experience of tie sacred, no longer, it is felt, to be found in the

mainstream churches. Because even feefings and emotions are privatised,

instead of re~gious experience springing from the shared faith of

community, this, tie deepest and most ancient longing of humankind,

becomes transmuted into seti-indulgent escapes, or is converted by

consumerism into desires for reattainable material consolations.

~es this privatising of human pain give a clue to a deeper

sense of loss? ~~d part of the problem be that privatisation - pubficly

betieved to be restricted to an economic level - mti~finctions to rob

us of our comic stow, our links witi the earths rh~s, joys, pain -and

that this was what was the very core of retigious experience in the faith

2tradition . There is at last a consciousness that tie Churches have fiot

responded to the ecological crisis. At the Rio summit in 199Z the Letter

to the Churches proclaimed,

9. Leonardo Boff, Ealo~ and Liberation: a New Paradi~, (Ma~holl, Orbis, 1995), p. 138.
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We dare not deny our own role as churches in tie crisis
which now overwhe~s us. We have not spoken the prophetic
word ourselves. Indeed we did not hear it when it was spoken
others of late, including a number of scientists. Much less did
hear the cries of indigenous peoples, who have told us for

by
we

centuries that moder~ity would foul its own nest and even devour
its own children. So we need to mourn and repent .....We plead for
forgiveness and pray for a profound change of heati, a radic~
turning away from the way of deati to ~d and the way of tife.lo

This powerful plea, that the Church recover an ecological mission is one

way of turning around the words “Is there S~vation inside tie Church?”

For in this ca~ to recover the &em of a common h~age, salvation

must meant ti l-t the recovery of om shared COStiC stow, what

Thomas Berry ca~s the Drem of the Ewth, 11- and in this process tie

Church is one voice in a much hrger conversation. But it is a voice which

has something unique to offer.

For in this run up to the mi~enium, in this crisis of the

environment, of spiraling poverty in the southern hemisphere,

brokenness of relation here at home, I suggest that -in a pre-election

moment- it is not to the potitical parties we look to for prophecy, but to

the refigions. Odd it be because the Churches are reneging on their

prophetic role that we force politicians into a role which they can and

shodd not ftiill ? It was tie prophet Isaiah - not the King- who gave us

the dream of the Peaceable Kingdom of ~d, where M are ca~ed to the

messianic feast. It was a tradition where law is sacred, and represented

the wi~ of ~d, and not the House of Commons, which produced the

10. “Letter to the Chuches”, Appendix 1 in Wesley Granberg Michalson, Redeeming tke

Creation: the Rio Earth Summit: ~allenges for the Gur&es, (Geneva, WCC, 1992), p.70

11. Thomas Berry, ~e Dream ~ the Earth, (San Francisco, Sierra Books, 19 ).
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Jubilee Laws setting free land, debts and slaves every fiftieth year. If the

refigions respond to the signs of the times with visionary prophetic

voices, and a powerful witness of integrity, politicians are given wise

guides and don-t have to claim mor~ high ground they don’t possess. So

when the Roman ~thotic Bishops produce a document fike The Co-on

Good, I want to rejoice and prochirn it as both an attempt to respond to

the prophetic role and to articuhte - in a new, non-triurnphatist way -

this drem of a common ti~~e. men the Aid ~ency C~OD sets a

new covenant with the poor of the world at the very centre of the

mi~enium agenda, (and this has been called for by many of the Bishops), I

see tiis as a prophetic call to put Kingdom values at tie heart of the

politic~ process. It is how to take til of this further to respond to the

despair and alienation with which I began. A despair which, in my new

book, I am ca~ing tie Dmk Night of the Church.12

The way forward is both to explore, humbly, how the Church -

through conversation and committed action with many others- from the

retigions, from a mdtitude of justice-seeking groups, from the very

groups it has excluded- can recover prophetic integrity and prophetic

witness. The treasury which the Churches possess - and which society,

even sectiar society, itse~ cannot do witiout - are our communal

memories of the sacred, of God. s communication, the cherished values

never quite lost, that poor communities are at the heart of the process,

that truth, goodness, justice, peace and reconciliation are achievable

refities on this earth.

12. M.Grey, Bgond the Dark Night -A Way fomard fm the aurch ? (London, Geoffrey
Chapman, 1997).
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For, if competitive individualism is the basis of our etios, it wifl

only be turned around by prophetic cornmuni~ if violent crime is its

manifestation, only by shared commitment to the eradication of the

causes of structural poverty brings tight in the darkness. H stress and

pressure are the problem, only silent stil~ess and genuine mystic~

contemphtion lead us back to the rediscove~ of our common earth

story. As Joan Chittester, the prophetic Benedictine sister put it:

We need to intervene for one another. We need a new world
view that puts the old one “in a new Hght”. But hoti And where
wi~ this spiritutity of contempktive co-creation come from in
this individu~stic culture? And in what way can the retigious
leaders of our time help build this bridge from privatized piety
to pubtic moral responsibifi~ I suggest that ....we begin to look
at tie bases of sociti brokenness...that we begin to see the fink
between the personti and the potiticd..l3

I now explore the building blocks for the recovery of prophetic

community suggesting that in the very process we are shifting the
Q

meaning of stivation inside the Church>}

13. Joan Chitt ester, Woman S@en@h: Modem Gurch, Modm Woman, (London, Sheed and
Ward, 1990), pp.69-70.



IV The Recovery of ProDhetic Communitv.

The first step for faith comrnuni~ manifesting a prophetic dimension is

to engage in a tistening process. It wi~ engage in the kind of listening or

hemkeni ng, (Newman.s cor ti cor bquitir) of which the Jewish writer,

Etty Hi~esum, who died in Auschwiti, wrote in her journti:

Even if one. s body aches, the spirit can do its work, can it noti
It can love and hineiti8rchen - hearken unto-i=e~ and unto
others and unto what binds us to Ufe. “Hineiti~rchen” ...Ttiy
my fife is one long hearkening unto my se~, and unto others and
unto ~d. And if I say hearken, it is reWy ~d who hearkens
inside me. The most essential and the deepest in me hearkening
unto the most essential and deepest in the otier. ~d to @d. 14

This cultue of tistening or hearkening is actuafly a very ascetic discipline.

Not ody is it a ca~ to tisten to the marginatised groups, and to hear tiem

where they are especia~y if they are not in the chinches: it is a ca~ to

tisten to the other and especitiy to the despised other. This inclusive

tistening is often ridicded as moral amnesia, as a toti cop-out to

exercising judgement and discernment. But if it is autientic prophetic

fistening, then it is infomed by evangelical values, where the stranger,

the widow, the orphan, and W categories of the poor, including nature as

the new poor, have pride of phce. Jesus Hs&nd to the Samariti woman

who had had 5 husbands and was co-habiting with another man. mat

coun~ as he~ng or saving in an encounter is that channels of

communication are opened, the fife experience of the despised other

becomes the cha~enge subverting tie discourse of the dominant. It is

always to hose holding the strings of power -~ke the mjust steward of

the ~spel- on whom the command to forgive is laid. But the battered

14.Etty H&sm, Et~: A Zntmptid Lfe, (W~hington Sqwre Press, 1985), p.2 14.
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woman is not told to forgive the rapist: rather, forgiveness is tinked with

achieving whatever justice is possible in the situation. A remarkable

ex~ple of hstening is the way society reacted to the Dun&ne tiagedy -

with enormous compassion, which created red community among the

bereaved- and much wider. But when the deeper implications were faced

-shotid guns be so widely available? - immediately vested interests

became threatened.

Through its communal tistening the community can engage in the

process of ch~enging the way it exercizes its own power. Yet,

conversely, the liberation theologian Jon Sobrino has told us that the

cruci~ed peoples of the ur~ - in other words, the poor who are

sinned-against- are generous with their forgiveness. So the can is rather

to rich communities to beg forgiveness from them by concrete acts of

justice such as release from the debts which cripple entire civifisations.

Secondy, tie process of prophetic tistening is helped by the

counter-imagination of faith communities. The ~ w me is not the ~

u h~e to be... We do not need to let ow imaginations be sickened and

stultified by advertisements, by the bad dreams which society feeds us

witi, by pornographic fantasies. We are nurtured by the counter-wrW of

amgeticd im@ntion.15 This reca~s us to the dangerous memory of the

past, where a gracious ~d has cWed us from nothingness with a dream

and a vision for creation which is not yet complete. The power to imagine

and to dream stand at the heart of prophetic community. W~ter

Bruggeman ch~enges us to

15. ~is is the phrase of Walter Bm~eman, ~e Bible and the Postmdm Zmap.rtatim,

(London, SCM, 1993), Chapter 2.
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Imagine a world, no longer an area of Umited resources
and fixed patterns of domination. no longer caught in destructive
power struggles, but able to recaU that lyrical day of creation when
the morning stars sang for joy...(5.5 1).

Hearing, remembering, imagining and dre-ng - how can they turn

around the fact that contemporary human identi~ is more defined by

consumerism than by anything else ? This must be the fourth building ,

block, this must be what constitutes salvation- the abitity of the faith story

to inspire an identi~ constitutive of the

satisfying human ye~ing in a far more

For consumerism, tie pubticf~e

f~ potential of humanity,

appropriate way.

of the prevailing defining ethic of

our society actu~ly constitutes the identi~ of tie postiodem man and

woman. We have become defined as ftiy human insofar as we are able to

satisfy our desires, by what we can buy and consume. Gandhi. s =m,

“Enough for each man. s need, but not for each mans greed” is a

despised proverb in the continual fren~ of whipping up our comptisive

desires for ever more objects, clothes, cars, varieties of food and drink,

(usua~y out of season, imported from some poor com~, produced in

exploitative conditions). It is not even being in employment, or being

young, which constitutes the identity of the postiodem person. *d the

reason that consumerism has hi-jacked our identities so totiy is that

this happens at the level of our psyches and our imaginations. (Hence the

CW for the prophetic imagination to resist and keep titematives ative).

The centres of consumerism, the great Shopping MWS, function as

parodies of our @tiedtis and centres of worship: usu~y at tie edge of

urban centres, attracting a c~-mobile popuktion, their architecture

parodies tie great ~thedrtis. The towers and spires of St Tesco .s and
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Ho@ Wdtiose invite our perambulation around their aisles in unconscious

parody of ancient liturgies. The Word of consumerism is proclaimed,

seductively and repetitively; the music of the advetis seduces our senses, along

with the invitation to eat, drink, taste- all the time stimulating our desires for

sensations, objects and fantasy shapes of our very selves. hd, as Ian Linden -

&nerd Secretary of CIIR once said - the click ~ the till is the Feat sawam~ltal ad of

toh~~, sealing our active membership in today’s worship of consumerism. But in

the ~se of the Shopping Malls, at least the people we meet are still red people:

embodied encounters are still possible, and there k a real argument that

wherever people are, that is where rehgious community should begin. On the

other hand, if encounter happens exclusively - as is increasingly so - on The..

Internet - then dis-embodiment and virtual reality have the upper hand. kd

there is no control.

It is no accident that

happens at a time when Christian

to engage the whole person, mind,

this hi-jacking of the public imagination

liturgies ahost seem to have lost their power

body and heart. Boredom, irrelevancy, are

fuelling the exodus from church: so the power to stimulate wonder in meation,

adoration, compassion and community responsibility for what is happening to

creation must be part of the rediscovery of story. The cosmologist Brian

Swimme recalls the ancient cultures where people gathered to tell the stones of
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being initiated into the mvstenes

question of scientific information

that. It is initiating young people

of the CJniverse. 16This. he savs, is not simplv a

about the universe- we have an overplus of

into the sense of awe, \vonder, conne~edness

and responsibility for the samedness of aistence. Sadly, the caves of revelation

today are mostly the darkened rooms where children imbibe the consumenst

advertisements of today’s media gurus and prophets. The recovery of

community stow will come through refising that we do hold the power of

choice and the power to resist. The media wins because we let it. But it is as

community that we can be most effective in naming these choices for a

sustainable level of consumption.

Ntit, (fifthly) faith community -and I speak here spetificdly of

Christian Church - has a tradition to cdl on of reverencing nature, namely the

samamental tradition through which we can recover and celebrate the

connections between the sacrament ~bolism of water, bread, wine, salt with.

their full ecological, matend, economic and pofitical dimensions. Charles

Dickens in A Taleof Two Cities

stow with the famous words,.

17described this perceptively when he opened his

“It was the best of times , it was the worst of

16. Brian Swimme, Video, ~e Heart@ the Universe.

17. Charles Di&ens, A Tale & Two Citis, (London, Chapman and HA1, me biographical
Edition, VO1.W), p. 1: “It was the best of times, it wa5 the worst-of times,it was the age of
wisdom, it was the epd of belief, it was the epti of incred~ity, it lvas the semen of Light, it
was the season of Dar~ess, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had
werything before u, we had nothing before W, we were ~1 goingdir~t to heaven,we were dl
going the other way...”
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times” ?- with a burst wine barrel in a small French village. For one glorious day

the wine ran free for the poor, oppressed peasants -and meanwhile, in Paris, the

blood of the aristocrats poured from the guillotine into the gutters:

wintiloo~dea~oy/violence- Dickens leaves us in no doubt as to the relevance

of sacramental symbolism to life, death and tiolence in society. Our community

memory enshrines sacred traditions which kept alive wonder and reverence for

created realities: as well as the sacramental, there are the sabbath traditions of

blessing, the covenant tradition, as well as mystical awareness. In the Russian

Orthodox worship there has always been a fidelity to the centrality of hturgical

experience as the heart of community. This was and is the mystical theology of

the whole community, not a privatisation of a dawn

wondering at the heart of worship is both critiquing

creating a communal language for satis~ng spiritual

picnic. To recover this

consurneri srn and re-

hunger and longing.

It is, at the same time, recovering connection with the processes of nature -

from the cycle of birth and death, to the daily rising and setting of the sun and

the coming of rain just in time to save the crops, these are events at the core of

our being. Our own grief is cosmic grief - expressed through prophetic lament

over loss, destruction and tragedy.

There is still more to it - and this is the 6th building block. It is
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discovering Eucharistic l$esylel~ as the pr~xis of community. It involves

connecting the heart of worship -the action of Eucharist, Eucharistic

thanksgiving, with the justice of its actual celebration and the reality of the

relationships actually being lived out in the community and its life-style. And

this is where the question of indusio~ aclusion and the issue of presidency

bite deep. Is it not time to take the bit between our teeth? If the core of

Eucharist is hospitality, ttis is where the prtis of inclusion must be an

energizing -penence, an icon of prophetic communitv. ~is is where we look

to find participato~ structures embodied.

hstly, in a permissive society, prophetic community has to re-discover

sacrifice. Ian Bradley in me Power Oj Sam$ce,19 has tieadv called for the “costly

prtis of self-giving” as an ~plicit response to the =clusive focus on self-

affirmation and self- inddgence. But, rnintil that the call for sacrifice has often

condoned unjust suffering, been bhnd to the suffering of women and

underpinned a unhealthy spirituality where sanctity is equated with pain,

sacrifice needs to be earthed in its prima~ meaning of mdj}?g saaed. Flowing

from worship, it can inspire the prtis of wonder, reverence, simplicity and joy

in creation which hopes for the tiansjguration of the whole cosmos. As

IK .. A range of books and movements already exist, for e.-ple, Ronald Sider. s ~dl

~ristians in an Age #Hunger, Jim Wallis and the Sojourner community, in Washington, Celtic

Spintdity, John Taylor.s Enm@ is Ens@, Schuma&er. s Small is Bew@/...

1? Ian Bradley, ~le Powr &Sa$a, (London, Darton, Longman and Todd, 1995).
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communitarian ethic it inspires compassionate solidarity with the suffering of

all earth meatures and with poor communities whose survival is so intertwined

with this. me pr~is of satifice means solidarity and prophetic action beyond

the constrictions and boundaries of our bfinkered perceptions. It means being

willing to moving out of the safety

come on board a global movement

of familiar attachments and convictions to

embodying an ethic which is life-giting in

the widest sense. me old concept of sacrifice is turned on its head: it is not

altruism, repression of desire, se~-denid which is the }vellspring: rather, the mos

d
of the mystics spoke. me object of our yearning, our Augustinian restlessness, is

L

transfiguration, renewal of the cosmos.

~ese buildlng blocks - listening, imagining, constructing a more satis~ng

identity than “I shop, therefore I am”, reclaiming the power to resist,

rediscovering a renewed sacramentdism, the pr=is of euchanstic hospitality,

and Eving a sacrificial ethic of solidarity with poor communities here and

everywhere, as well as recovering a common cosmic stem, these are at the same

time caught up in the process of redeeming and transforming the global cdture

of violence. me rh~hms of creating and redeeming, making and mending, - two

dynamic ways of describing the same process - this is the very glue of sotiety.

~is is the wmmon good, the common wealth, what holds us together in civic life, in

the face of what appears to be a rid~%lde of mifitq, criminal and S=W1

violence.
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If there is salvation inside the Church, it is because she is one of those

communities

Christianity,

who live by the rhythms of making and mending - in the case of

living the creating, redeeming and recreating which happened in

the Christ story. But the meaning of outsiddlnside,

ChurcMworld has to be turned around. Rather than

secular/profane,

.
insist%n holtig onto the

power and means of salvation, as in the old triurnphtist model, I suggest the

way fonvard is for Church to be a catalyst and enabler for the making and

mending process to be furthered wherever it is happening.

ecological, as political, even as economic, the management

Let grace be seen as

of pub~c affairs

according to the justice of the Kngdom.

juncture of history, is to be proactive in

To be redly prophetic today, at this

discerning where are the movements

and moments of

especially where

grace, truth and integrity, and to enable their flourishing,

there are humble and stammering attempts to artimlate a

different vision. But Gliath wi~ always be tempted to ash litde David-

yd,
especially when he or she does not speak in the corre~ categories. . in a

pluralist, mdti-cdturd sotiety, it is ~. the Churches, in didogue with dl the

religions who must take initiative, the Churches who, through being in touch

with the andent rhythms of dying and rising, keep the Cross ~bol dive as a

protest against the violent death of innocents, refusing to let the murderer have

the last word.

There is a terrible story of the El Mozote massame in El Salvador
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in 1981 wK~ch tells the story of the murder
of a young girl, an evangelical

Christian, raped many times during the course of one afternoon. Yet she had

kept on sin~ng right through her tofiure:

She had kept on sin@ng, too, even after they had done what had
to be done, and shot her in the chest. She had lain there on b

Cruz -( La Cmz, the Cross, was the name of the hiH where the

soldlers carried out their ki~ngs) - with the blood flowing from
her chest, and had kept on sin@ng - a blt weaker than before: but

still singing. hd the soldiers, stupefied, had watched, and pointed.
Then they had grown tired of the game and shot her again, and she

sang still, and their wonder turned to fear, until finally they had
unsheathed their machetes, and hacked her through the neck, and
at last the singing stopped. 20

We are in the realm of great mystery here. We are witnessing to new

experiences of transcendence. The girl who dies on La Cruz and continues to

sing, along with all cKlldren of the Spirit, whose spirit sings in the midst of

suffering, are turning aside the story of violence, and threatening the world with

Resurreti-oll hope.21 This is the light which the Churches keep burning in the

Dark Night of a violent world. This is the new salvation story which will not

allow boundaries, the discourse of domination, and the cruelty of exclusion to

define the limits of Gd. s action in the world. Poor, prophetic and bearing witiess -

this is the face of the Beloved community today and the hope of a juster future .

2Q i~ark Danner, ~le Mussame at El Mowte, (New York, Vintage, 1994), pp.78-9.

21. ‘. “Threatened with Resmrection” is a poem by ]dia Esquivel, in Bred fm TOVOW, ed.

Janet Morley, (London, Christian &d, 1986), pp.125-6;127-8:
I live ea& day to kill death;
I die ead day to beget life;
and in this dying unto death,
I die a thousand times, and
am reborn another thousand
through that love... (p. 12 7). The source i s ~reatmed w.thRewrrefi.m, (The Brethren Press, Elgin,
11 1982).
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